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GETTING READY

MEETINGS
Local public agencies.that will
conduct meetings this week
include:
SCHOOL BOARD
•The Calloway County School
Board will meet in special session at 7 p.m.. Thursday, Aug.
5, at the board office. Bonds
for the preschool center, reissuing 1978 bonds and establishing positions will be
discussed.
The Calloway County
School District Finance Corporation will meet immediately
following the board meeting to
approve legal documents for
bond sale.

Congress ready,
for showdown
By ALAN PRAIA
Associate/ Press Writer

INSIDE

•
•

*ST. LOUIS (AP) — One
river town after another fell
victim to levees that were
designed to protect them and
instead betrayed them. But
those little broken levees —
upstream and downstream —
helped save this city. Page 3
*CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas
(AP) — A fellow pooch came
to the rescue of a trapped puppy after a doggie distress call
relayed on a radio talk show.
Page 3
eRonald "Popeye" Jones is
heading back to Italy.
A week ago. Jones worked
out with the Dallas Mavericks,
who acquired his NBA rights
earlier this summer, but he is
not taking part in a free agentrookie league in Salt Lake
City this week, according to a
report in the Dallas Morning
News. Page. 6
FORECAST

DAVID RAMEY -Ledger & tm.s snots

Chuck Simons (center) shares some of his memorabilia with local playwright Constance Alexander
(right) and Timothy Burruss, executive director of The Playhouse in the Park, Monday.during a
West Kentucky Playwriters' Workshop at the Playhouse. The workshop will help develop dramatic material about World War'l into a performance for the Sixth Annual West Kentucky Playwright's Festival in April.

Official scratches head
Hughes says county needs jail
By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

Tonight, mostly cloudy with a
50 percent chance of thunderstorms. Low in the middle 60s.
Light wind.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY — 88'
359.1, -0.2; below 316.7, -0.3
BARKLEY — 88'
359.2, +0.1; below 317.8, -1.3
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
753-1916
SUBSCRIBE:
TO
CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad. call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-nooa Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rases and deadlime informatics on the first
page of the classified ads
seceita.
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With the resources Calloway
County has, one state official said
he does not see why an adequate
jail has not been built.
Chuck Hughes, assistant director of local facilities in the
Department of Corrections, said
with the amount of traffic, population and a state university, the
county should have the means to
build a jail.
County attorney David Harrington said last week he would
file an appeal to the department's
latest order to close the jail down
completely as of September 1.
The county has been appealing
orders from the Department of
Corrections since September
1991.
There is a demand for a jail

AFTERNOON — SO CENTS

SERVING MURRAY 8 CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

"We've had appeals, but we've never lost
one yet."
—Chuck Hughes
Hughes said after the appeal is
that can accommodate the needs
filed, a public hearing will be set
of the county, Hughes said.
"A county the size of Callo- so both panics can present their
way, with the tounsts, popula- arguments to the Attorney Genertion,- traffic and university, al's office.
After several weeks, a decision
should have an adequate jail," he
said. "The jail they have is not will be handed down. Hughes
said both the county and the
adequate."
Hughes said a number of other department have a right to appeal
counties smaller than Calloway the Attorney General's opinion
have built nice jails and arc into Franklin Circuit Court.
breaking even instead of losing
Other counties across the state
money.
have taken their cases to Franklin
"Most counties have built jail- Circuit Court. Hughes said.
s...most of them in your area
have pretty good jails," he said. • TURN TO PAGE 2

Quickest, smoothest

they would have to labor to get
the measure through Congress.
They blessed initial versions of
the bill by just 219-213 in the
House and 50-49 in the Senate,
thanks to Vice President Al
Gore's tie-breaking vote.
"Hopefully we won't need
Vice President Gore this time
'around," White House budget
earey
tod
.,W
said
taws.
PganeNte
n in
Niorn
toxr Lco
irecFo
odn

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democrats say they are poised to
muscle President Clinton's $496
billion deficit-reduction plan
through Congress this week as
they apply final touches to a bill
that's been six months in the
making.
Congressional Democratic
leaders agreed Monday to reduce
the number of elderly Amcncans
who would be hit by a higher
Social Security tax and to slow
the growth of Medicare.
Those deals were aimed at sealing the votes Democrats will
need to approve Clinton's primary legislative goal of the year.
With only minor details of the
budget package still unresolved.
party leaders said the way was
clear for a House vote on Thursday, followed by the Senate on
the day Congress hopes
_Friday
to leave for a month-long Summer recess.
"We're not bringing it up to
have the bill defeated: we're(
bringing it up to pass the bill."
said House Speaker Thomas
Foley. D-Wash. "So we believe
we have -the votes."

working all of the votes. We're
not taking anything for granted."
Republicans who unanimously
opposed the early packages were
ready to do so again. And Sen
David Boren, D-Okla.. the
.maverick conservative who supported the package in June, has
declared that this time he will
vote "no" — meaning that at
least one of the six Democratic
senators who opposed the plan
would have to be converted.
A half-year after Clinton
unveiled his economic-recovery
plan in a dramatic speech to Congress, lot-minute changes were
being made by the hour as Democrats struggled to pick up votes.
The lower Social Security tax
increase was aimed at luring Sen.
Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz..
whose State has many retirees. A
tax credit for some restaurants
was included in .hopes of gaining
Clinton planned a nationally
support from Sen. Richard Bryan.
televised speech tonight to try to
D-Nev., who was protecting his
solidify public support. Asked
state's tourism interests.
during his jog this morning if the
But Sen. Joseph Lieberman, Dpackage had enough votes in the
Senate, Clinton simply said, Conn., who voted for the budget
"Yes."
II TURN TO PAGE 2
But nervous Democrats knew

Local schools set
pre-registrations
Local schools have set the
dates for pre-registration and
payment of fees.
Calloway County High
School students for the 1993-94
school year may pick up schedules and pay_ fees on the following days from 8 to 11:30
a.m, and from 1 to 3 p.m.
Seniors will pre-rcgistcr Aug.
4-5; juniors, Aug. 6, 9; sophomores, Aug. 1041; and fresh•
men, Aug. 12-13.
Freshmen orientation is scheduled at 6:30 p.m., Tuesday,
Aug. 17, at the high school. All
freshmen and their parents
should report to the gym.
Orientation will take approximately two hours.
Senior pictures will be made
at the Calloway County. High
School cafeteria Aug. 4-6,

Underclass pictures will be
taken in September.
The first day of classes for
students will be Aug. 18 and
will last the entire day.
The Murray Independent
School District has scheduled
back-to-school registration
times for the three schools in
the system. The first, day of
school for students is August
19.
Students who will attend the
ungraded primary will register
from 8:30 to 10:30 a.m., Wednesday. Aug. II. at ,Carter
Center.
Two evenings have been set
aside for students who will
attend Murray Middle School.
Fourth and fifth graders will

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate today confirmed Ruth
Bader Ginsburg as the 107th
Supreme Court justice and the
second woman to serve on the
high court.
The vote was 96-3 as the
Senate completed one of the
quickest and smoothest Supreme
Court confirmations in recent
years.
Ginsburg. 60. won several
important Supreme Court rulings
on women's rights as an attorney

for the American Civil Liberties
Union. During 13 subsequent
years as a federal appellate judge,
she won a reputation as a moderate jurist who sticks closely to
judicial precedent and avoids ridings based on her personal
opinion.
During her confirmation hearings, she pledged to "get it
right" without bringing any specific political philosophy to her
work.
Chosen by President Clinton to
replace retired Justice Byron R.
White, Ginsburg is the first person named to the high court by a

Democratic president in 26 years.
She will join the first female justice, Sandra Day O'Connor. who
was nominated by President Reagan in 1981.
In keeping with tradition, sena.
ton Sat at their desks as the Mll
one-bystood,
and
called,
was
one, to anrounce their votes. The
galleries were packed with
spectators.
Voting no were Republican
Sens. Jesse Helms of North Carolina, Don Nickles of Oklahoma
and Bob Smith of New Hampshire. Democratic Sen. Don Riegle of Michigan was absent.

Rain helps local farmers
By AMY WILSON mum, Leaps a Timm NM Maw
With die changes in the weather lately, farmers are Impel on
to the edges ci their leak. hopisp
all the futon will come tesedier
so Ionia will be pleatitel.
The fib &say helped may
pens of the minty, although
amounts varied.
"I heard we had anywhere
tram on seadi of an lack tomato

than two inches," said Steve
Alcott of the SMI Conservation
Service:
Getting adequate rainfall is
especially important to the laicco farmers who have finished
topping IM plants.
~We're about on the edge of
harvest and 1 thiak we will have
an average or bout crop of
tobacco this year." said Ted
Howard, county extension asset
He held the tobacco farmers

are growing between 99 and 100
percent of the allotment for the
county. Twenty years ago, the
farmers grew between 40 and 50
percent.
"We have several tobacco farmers and with the price of darkfired tobacco whom it is, the
prospects look very good." Howard said.
During the intense hot spell.
II TURN TO PAGE 2
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Ginsburg receives nomination Hopkins & Hubbard
Pocketing excess funds
could end their careers
By LAURIE ASSEO

•

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — In of the maximum Hopkins could
a controversial move that could have taken, under a 1989 ethics
mean the end of their political law. It allowed anyone who was
careers, two former U.S. rep- in Congress before 1980 to pockresentatives have pocketed .hun- et the sum that was in their
dreds of thousands of dollars in account on Nov. 30, 1989 —
unless they were re-elected to
excess campaign funds.
last year.
Congress
Larry
Rep.
District
6th
Former
Hopkins declined to run for reHopkins transferred $665,000
remaining in his congressional election last year after he was
campaign account to personal use soundly defeated by Democrat
Brercton Jones in the general
earlier this year.
The payments to Hopkins, now election for governor.
Meanwhile, former 1st District
director of the federal tobacco
Carroll Hubbard said Monbe
Rep.
to
appear
program,
marketing
the largest ever made from a day that he took $216,000 of
campaign fund to a former mem- campaign money as income in
ber of Congress under a loophole June and might take the remainthat Congress began to does in ing $16.000 or so in the next
year.
1989. Such income is taxable.
Taking the controversial step
Hopkins took $660,000 of the
day
full
4,
first
pocketing the money makes it
of
his
money on Jan.
out of office, and another $3.000 unlikely Hopkins or Hubbard will
on June 23, according.to his final ever seek public office again.
repoot to the Federal • Election They acknowledged that Mornay
Commissioa.
. The -payments were $739 short -• TURN TO PAGE
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Jessica DeBoer goes •Hughes...
back to birth parents
FROM PAGE 1

CEDAR RAPIDS. Iowa (AP)
— Taken away from the only
home she has known, away from
her swing set, away from her
dog, 2'h -year-old Jessica begins
a new life with virtual strangers:
her biological parents.
Screaming and crying, the
dark-eyed toddler kit the couple
who raised her to be united Monday with Dan and Cara Schmidt,
who had fought a fierce legal
batik almost since her birth to
win her back.
"Mommy!" Jessica cried as
she was carried swiftly from Jan
and Roberta DeBoer's front door
in Ann Arbor, Mich. The weeping DeBoers reached out one last
time to the little girl in the floralprint dress and a ponytail, but
friends inside the house
restrained them.

"1 want my Dad. Where's my
Dad?" Jessica said on the way to
meeting the Schmidu, according
to the DeBoers' lawyer, Suellyn
Scarnecchia.
Jessica was taken by van to a
police station, where she was
handed over by court order to the
Iowa couple.
Within the hour they were on a
chartered plane, flying toward a
new life. The plane landed at an
undisclosed location, dropping
the Schmidts off. Their lawyer,
Marian Faupel, flew on to the
scheduled landing spot — Cedar
Rapids — to speak to the hordes
of waiting reporters.

problems.
However, most full-time jails
around Calloway County meet
state standards, Hughes said.
"For the size of your county, I
can't think of anyone with a jail
like that," he said.
Now, finding money could be a
problem for Calloway because a
jail bonding authority that was
created when most Kentucky
facilites had to undergo renovation or new construction is nearly
out of money. Hughes said.
"The time for building is
almost over as far as the bonding
authority goes," he said..
If the county chooses to shut
down and become a transport station, Hughes said it would be the
responsibility •of the sheriff's

"We've had appeals but we've
never lost one yet," he said.
State regulations, few of which
the Calloway County Jail complies with, were devised to protect not only the county but also
inmates.
"We have a job to protect people who are incarcerated.
"The prisoners are there. It's
not like we brought them down
and unloaded them. They're local
people," Hughes said.
Most jails in Kentucky began
working to comply with state
standards several years ago.
Hughes said some have been
slower than others because of
monetary constraints or admini-

Griffin boards horses at Jones'farm
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Citing a public disclosure of
their relationship, Gov. Brere-

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

ton Jones confirmed that entertainer Mery Griffin, an investor
in a company that wants casino
gambling legalized at Kentucky
race tracks, boards horses at
Jones' farm.
Jones, who is on vacation this
week at an undisclosed state
park, confirmed that Griffin
boards "three or four" horses
at Jones' Airdrie Stud farm in
Woodford County, gubernatorial aide Franklin Jelsma said
Monday.
"It's not a significant number," said Jelsma, the governor's chief executive officer for
public affairs.
Although Jones has refused
in recent, weeks to discuss
whether he has a business rela-

I910t07124101115A00,501.1511110Jtireff
irIr9:401111311L
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The Pick
12-20-25-27-29-31-36-42
Pick 3
7-4-4

office.
Jailer Pat Paschall has been in
contact with the department a
number of times and Hughes said
Paschall is doing everything he
can to keep the jail running.
"But we've kind of reached a
point after a few years where it is
decision time. Calloway will have
to build, renovate or transport its
prisoners," he said.

UfaWit

Hughes said he thinks the best
route for a county the size of Calloway is to build a jail and let the
state pay for state prisoners to be
housed there.
"There are many counties who
are doing that and they are breaking even or making money," he
said.

Graves County, which has a
62-bed facility, appropriated
S376,083 for operating expendiWitt for the 1993-94 fiscal year.
That figure includes all costs
involved with the jail. Actual jail
expenses for the 1992-93 year
were not available at press time.
Marshall County, which has a
86-bed facility, spent $520,942
Last year on the jail. The money
spent includes all costs involved
with the jail.

Congress...

tionship with Griffin, Griffin
tion — $254 billion — would
said during a recent radioFROM PAGE 1
from slowing the growth of
come
television interview that he
the first time around, said he is
Medicare, cutting the Pentagon's
boards his horses with Jones.
not sure he can support it again. budget and other spending
"My horses are here in KenHe said he wants to see more
reductions.
tucky, at the Airdrie farm in
spending cuts and more economic
Republicans, saying many of
Midway. and I love breeding
and job-creation incentives.
the spending cuts would never
and running horses," Griffin
Democrats said the measure
happen, said tax boosts outtold Louisville radio personality
would impose S242 billion in tax
weighed program reductions by
Milton Metz in an interview_ --increases over the next five years-—2-1 and would stifle job creation.
from Churchill Downs that was - more than three-fourths of
"April 15 next year, believe
broadcast on Derby Day on
which would be paid by families
me, there aregoing to be an
both WHAS radio and WLKYand businesses earning more than
awful lot of unhappy people in
TV.
S200,000 annually.
this country, and then we'll see
Griffin, 68, is chief spokesA 4.3 cent-a-gallon increase in
how it plays out at that time,"
man for and an investor in Play- the 14.1 -cent federal gasoline tax
said
House Minority Leader
Inc.
ers International
was the only item that would
Robert Michel, R-111., citing the
Last week, Players successdirectly hit most middle-class
date income-tax returns are due.
fully bid S5.1 million to obtain
families — at an average annual
Senate Minority Leader Bob
a 90-day option to buy Bluecost of $21.28 per car, according
Dole, R-Kan., aimed his sharpest
grass Downs, a Paducah race
to federal figures.
barbs at the Democrats' plan to
track that has struggled as a
The•rest of the deficit reducraise tax rates retroactively to
quarter-horse track but that has
been awarded thoroughbred
dates for this fall.

Jan. 1 on the most well-off
Americans and small businesses.
On Monday, Democratic bargainers decided to ease the pain
of the Social Security tax
increase by imposing it on
higher-income recipients than
was planned earlier.
Under the agreement. individuals earning more than S34,000
and couples making over $44,000
would have to pay taxes on 85
percent of their Social Security
bencliti. Negotiators earlier had
talked of setting those levels at
$32,000 and $40,000, respectively. The final figures meant 5.5
million Social Security recipients
— 12.8 percent of the total —
would see their taxes increase.

III Hopkins,.
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Going
On Now

FROM PAGE 1
but declined to rule out another
race.
The only other Kentuckian
who has taken money from his
campaign account is former 4th
District Rep. Gene Snyder, who
left Congress in 1986 and took
S173,203 in 1989.
During his campaign for governor. Hopkins repeatedly said he
would not use the leftover funds
for personal benefit. But nine
months later when he said he
wouldn't seek re-election, he said

taking the money was an option.
When asked about it Monday,
he said, "I've exercised a legal
option and that's all I have to say
about it."
Hopkins__ earns between
S90.0(X) and S112,000 a year as
director of the tobacco division in
the 'U.S. Department of Agriculture's Agricultural Marketing
Service. He also qualifies for a
congressional pension. His financial disclosure for 1992 listed
assets valued between 574,000
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FROM PAGE 1
chicken farmers were thankful to
have modern facilities with cooling systems, Howard said.
"All are insulated and built to
take hot weather," he said. "I
haven't heard of any alarming
losses."
Of the livestock farmers, Howard said dairy farmers probably
suffered the most.
"Those dairy cows won't cat in
the day when the temperature
gets up in the high 90s," he said.
"The milk production has been
cut, but as soon as the weather
cools, the cows will get back to
normal."
Farmers have been worried
about their crops because of soaring temperatures, little rain and a
heat index of more than 100
degrees.
"A lot of times we have sporadic dry periods," Alcott said.
"It's hard to get a rainfall that
hits everything uniformly across

To reach all depertmerss of The newspaper
phone 75.3 1916
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Lucky
Only $550,

and $485,000 and no liabilities.
He said Monday he still has a
home in Lexington.
Hubbard's disclosure showed
him to be as much as S230,000 in
debt, with his only asset a Mayfield home that he sold last
November. He said Monday that
he had gone into debt because he
maintained homes in Kentucky
and suburban Washington and
sent his daughters to Duke and
Vanderbilt.

•Rain...

-Murray
Ledger & Times
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Calloizay County judge/
executive George Weaks has said
on a number of occasions that he
could build a jail but the operating expenses would be too high
for the county.
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the county."
He said it is often difficult to
go through the year without
someone hurting during the
growing season.
The corn crop has probably
suffered the most because of lack
of rain during the tasseling stage.
"Com is questionable, but rain
will help," Howard said. "A lot
of times the condition has to do
with the soil. In the places where
you see shorter, burned-up corn,
that's a sign of poor soil. The last
rain may not have helped the
corn that was too far gone."
Howard predicts the soybean
yield will be average or better,
while the corn crop will be subaverage or average. The yield
will be determined by the type of
weather during the next few
weeks.
"Getting normal rains for the
next couple of weeks is critical
for the crops," he said.

I Schools...
FROM PAGE 1
register at 7 p.m., Monday,
Aug. 16, and sixth, seventh and
eighth graders will register at 7
p.m., Tuesday, Aug. 17.
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Murray High School juniors
and seniors will register Wednesday, Aug. 11 and freshmen
and sophomores will register
Thursday, Aug. 12. Friday,
Aug. 13, is for students new to
the school system.
Fee day for grades
kindergarten-third has been set
for Wednesday, Aug. 11, payable at Carter Center for both
Carter and Robertson students.
For students with last names
A-D, 8-8:30 a.m.; E-1, 8:30-9
a.m.; K-P, 9-9:30 a.m.; Q-S,
9:30-10 a.m.; T-Z, 10-10:30

D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
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Other towns' misery proves St Louis' gain
ST. LOUIS (AP) — One river
tows after soother fell victim to
levees that were designed to pro-.
sect them and instead betrayed
them. But those little broken
levees — 'paresis and downstream — helped save this city.
Another levee was cut deliberately today in an effort so save
another sown.
The Mississippi River, forecast
to reach unprecedented heights
Monday and strain the city's con- crete floodwall like never before.
actually dropped during the day
because of busted levees downstream in Illinois that gave billions
of gallons of water a release.
"The poor people in Illinois, I
kind of feel that saved us," said
Margaret Lindemann, whose St.
Louis home escaped serious
flooding. "Those levees breaking
in Illioois saved us."
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Those breaks Sunday and Monday is rural Monroe County. Ill,
created a mass of water that inundated the farm town of Valineyer
and menaced Pntirie do Rocher, a
historic hamlet to the south.
In Prairie dm Rocha', where the
French built a fort in 1722 and
where tourists now go for country
inns and fine French food,
emergency officials initialed a
bold plan to save the town.
In an approach similar to battling a brush fire by setting at
back fire, workers today cut
through a levee outside town, letting the Mississippi flow through
in an attempt to deflect water
from the town.
Authorities said 58,000 acres
of farmland, farmhouses and
18th-century Fort Chartres would
be flooded. The reconstructed
French (on is made of stone and

concrete and was not expected to
be damaged.
With nearly all the 850 residents evacuated from Prairie du
Rocher, workers continued to
batons amodter levee Wirer the
town with rock, hoping to raise it
to 52 feet as a last line of
ddense.
"The danger there is that we
don't know, we really have not
tried to have a controlled levee
break before." Randolph County
Board chairman Dan Reitz said
Monday.
If it worked, not only would it
save Prairie du Rocher. it could
stop the water from swamping
30.000 acres of prime farmland
and the town of Chester. about 20
miles southeast. The town of
8.200 includes a maximum security prison.
Across the river in Ste. Gene-

vieve. Mo.. town officials asked,
begged and finally thhatened
residents to evacuate as the Mississippi pressed toward a 49-foot
crest today.
"If we have to physically
remove them from their homes.
we will physically remove
them," emergency services chief
Mick Schwent said.
The efforts came as the Flood
of '93 wound down. The flood
has contributed to 46 deaths and
caused SIO billion in damage in
nine Midwestern states.
Elsewhere, in areas already
struck by flooding, residents
focused on cleaning up and
assessing the damage.
Authorities in Rock Island, III.,
opened a free dump site for people to unload everything from an
old sofa to a muddy doll.
"What can I say? The river is

oeautifal, but you can't fight it,"
said Doug Morse of Muscatine.
Iowa, as he unloaded a trailer
piled with remnants of his family's riverfront house.
And in Parkville, Mo., workers
at the Upstairs Dressing Room on
Main Street were stripping clean
its paneled walls and washing
down windows stained by muddy
waters from the Missouri River.
"This is five years of our
retirement gone," owner Bill
McMillin said as he stood outside
the dress shop, his hands and
arms covered with the same black
mud in the street and in his store.
"My wife put everything into it,
and now it's gone."
Elsewhere, two lanes of twinspan U.S. 54 over the Missouri
River were reopened early today
at Jefferson City. Mo., renewing
the capital city's north-south link

Lebanese, U.N. officials discuss Army deployment
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BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Lebanon and the United Nations
discussed today deploying Lebanese soldiers in areas of war-torn
south Lebanon that U.N. peacekeepers have patrolled since
1978.

nllas haye used as a springboard
to attack Israel's self-declared
"security zone."

The government ordered, its
troops into combat readiness on
Monday. anticipating the push
into south Lebanon, which guer-

ages and displaced nearly
500,000 people. The bombardment ended Saturday with a
U.S.-brokered cease-fire.

'Southern Lebanon took the
brunt of Israel's weeklong bombardment that devastated 80 vii-

Terrorist groups suspected
in Russian assassination
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VLAD1KAVKAZ, Russia (AP)
— At least five guerrilla groups
are potential suspects in the
assassination of the military governor and commanding general of
Russia's volatile Caucasus Mountains, officials and newspapers
said today.
President Boris Ychsin's handpicked governor, Viktor Polyanichko, 54, was .killed Sunday by
gunmen on horseback on a foresygroad near Vladikavkaz, the
lirn(incial capital.
Gen. Anatoly Koretsky, the
military commander for the region, and a bodyguard also died in
the ambush of the governor's
motorcade. Three other bodyguards were wounded. The gunmen fled.
Senior Russian officials and
special police investigators flew
immediately to the tense region,
where thousands of Russian
troops have been deployed since
November to separate feuding
Muslim lngush and Christian
Ossetians.
There have been no arrests in
the case.
The head of security in the region, Maj. Gen. Alexander Khodov, has blamed the attack on
lngush militants, who are traditional horsemen. Many Ingush
believe Polyanichko and his Russian troops secretly armed the
Ossetians.
But lngush leader Ruskin Aushey suggested that Ossetians
opposed to the resettlement of
lngush refugees planned Sun-
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day's murders. Polyanichko had
been trying to find housing for
tens of thousands of Ingush
refugees.
Russian newspapers also suggested that Armenian, Azerbaijani or Afghan militants may
have killed Polyanichko for
revenge.
Before the breakup of the
Soviet Union in 1991. the governor was the second highest Communist Party official in Azerbaijan and had tried to stifle Armenian separatists in the
mountainous enclave of NagornoKarabakh.
Polyanichko also was the_
Kremlin's representative in Azerbaijan in January 1990, when
Soviet troops quelled prodemocracy protests in Baku, the
Azerbaijani capital, killing more
than 100 people.
Polyanichko had served as a
top Soviet adviser to Najibullah,
the former Communist Party
leader in Afghanistan, during the
Soviet occupation of that country.
The newspaper Komsomolskaya Pravda said three attempts
were made on Polyanichko's life
in Nagomo-Karabakh in 1990-91,
and that Armenian extremists had
"sentenced him to death" in
absentia.
The Moscow News reported
last month that Polyanichko had
been "hunted" by militants in Afghanistan, Armenia and Azerbaijan. The newspaper's article
bore a one-word headline:
"Survivor."

Puppy stuck in Texas storm
drain saved by rescue dog

•
•

CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas
(AP) — A fellow pooch came to
the rescue of a trapped puppy
after a doggie distress call
relayed on a radio talk show.
"We've got to save that dog."
Berney Seal implored Monday as
telephone lines at radio station
KEYS lit up.
The plea came after Tom Fowler called in with his story of an
8-week-old puppy that he noticed
last week stuck in a 10-inch sewer storm drain. Neither he nor an
animal control officer had been
able to get the black and brown
pup free.
Listeners called in with sag-
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gestions, and the city manager's
office got involved. But before a
city rescue crew arrived, a
speckled 10-year-old work dog
from nearby Portland saved the
day.
Annie Fannie. a Cauhoula leopard stock dog whose normal job
is herding cattle, had retrieved
puppies on command before.
Owner Chris Risk thought she
might do it again.
She did. With no problem,
Annie Fannie went through a
manhole opening into the pipe
and emerged carrying the puppy
in her mouth by the scruff of its
neck.,

Read the classifieds

Maj. Gen. Trund Furuhovde.
commander of the U.N. peacekeepers in Lebanon, said after a
one-hour meeting with Foreign
Minister Fares Bweiz that the two
discussed the army's role "in
restoring stability in south
Lebanon."
Asked whether the United
Nations would accept a joint
deployment with the 'Lebanese
'army, he said: "Certain military
arrangements will be taken in this
regard."
He refused to elaborate, but
said he planned -to meet with
Lebanon's army commander,
Gen. Emile Lahoud.
A government source, speaking
on condition of anonymity. said
Lebanon's proposals could
include: .
— Placing "rapid deployment
units" within the pnited Nation's
area of operations. Troops would
intervene at the peacekeepers'

request if guerrilla factions
caused problems.
— Deploying Lebanese troops
in villages that U.N. peaccketpers would evacuate on the northern edge of their area of operations. The U.N., which has 5,3(X)
troops in Lebanon, has usually
opposed joint mobilization with
the army.
As the tens of thousands of
southerners began returning to
their ruined homes, many have
blamed the Iranian-backed Shiite
Muslim militia Heztiollah, as well
as Israel, for last week's
destruction.
Lebanon hopes that deploying
government troops would prevent
further clashes between guerrillas
and Israel.
The government has not
banned guerrilla attacks on the
"security zone" that -Israel
carved out in southern Lebanon

to the rest of the world. But about
1,200 feet of northbound lanes
had been washed away. Closing
the twin bridges last week had
left only one bridge over the river
between Kansas City and St.
Louis.
Residents in St. Louis were
hoping the worst was over after
weekend flooding attacked hundreds of houses and businesses in
suburban Chesterfield and St.
Charles.
The main lingering problem:
earthen levees.
"We don't expect the Mississippi to rise any more," National
Weather Service forecaster Greg
Dyer said. "But with the level
it's at now, and the huge volume
that is in the main channel, all of
the levees that haven't already
broken are bulging. That is the
worst thing."
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opposition to guerrillas firing
rockets across the border at
Israeli towns.
Israel has said guerrilla
assaults that killed seven soldiers
in the security /one in one month
were the reason for its week-long
attack.
The Nit/ killed 147 people and
wounded 4%, police said. Two
Israelis were killed and 24 were
wounded when guerrillas fired
rockets into northern Israel.
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Clinton and allies
scramble for votes
for budget package
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Prep News Analysis
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Dennis DeConcini demanded that the
Social Security tax get reduced. Sen. Richard Bryan held out for lower
levies on business entertainment.
With President Clinton's budget package in need of another Senate
vote, attention was being lavished Monday on the handful of lawmakers who might provide it.
Clinton was-meeting and calling wavering Democrats and backing
up his personal message with a public relations campaign-including
meetings with editorial boards of news organizations in key states. The president was planning a national television address for Tuesday night, and a visit to the Capitol on Wednesday.
"This is right down to the nitty gritty," said White House aide Paul
—Bcgala. "We're not twisting arms. we're bending ears."
On Capitol Hill, negotiators made last-minute changes in the final
compromise package to lure the votes of any of the six Democrats
who voted against the original Senate version. It was a slow and painful process, as every concession to one lawmaker risked alienating
another.
With -2-16-112111Te in Int Stink and no Repablican vbAtt-Deitiocratic leaders had no room to -spate. Vice President Al Gore's tiebreaking vote Was needed to break a 49-49 tie on the original version
in the Senate in June.
Democrats must find one more vote because Sen. David Boren, DOkla., announced over the weekend he would switch and vote against
it this time.
"We have the votes. We will have the vacs. This bill will pass the
Senate titer this week," said Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell,
D-Mainc, who declined to say who might represent those votes.
For Sen. Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz., negotiators agreed to lessen
the impact of the bill's increase in the tax on Social Security benefits.
Under the new proposal, single people whose incomes including
half their Social Security exceed $34,000 and couples above S44,000
would have to pay tax on up to 85 percent of their benefits. The
thresholds were $32,000 and $40,000 under a tentative agreement
reached last week.
Present law taxes up to 50 percent of benefits for single people with
incomes over S25,000 and couples of $32,000.
Sen. Richard Bryan, D-Nev., whose state depends heavily on the
entertainment industry, voted against the original Senate bill in part
because it would reduce the business meals and entertainment deduction to 50 percent.
Although both the House and Senate backed that tax increase; they
offered Monday to raise it to 60 percent. Currently, 80 percent can be
deducted.
Whether the concessions had the desired effect was not immediately
known. Bryan and DeConcini, were prime targets, but not the only
targets, in the final stages of the talks. Sen. Bennett Johnston, D-La.,
remained undecided until the end before voting "no" the first time
around, and his vote was being sought again.
Another of the six, Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., was visited last week by
Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen and has been called by the president, according to spokesman Scott Williams.
Sens. Frank- Lautenberg, D-NJ., and Richard Shelby, D-Ala., were
solidly against the package, as were all 44 Senate Republicans.
Borcn's reversal only -exacerbated the friction between the House
and Senate which has hindered the negotiating process.
"He was here when these trillions of dollars of debt were built up.
And suddenly he's gotten religion. And I fear people that get religion
suddenly overnight like that," said Rep. Paul Kanjorski, D-Pa.,
appearing on the Fox Morning News.
Sen. Max Baucus, D-Mont., announced Monday he would support
the plan even though he preferred a broader-based energy tax than the
4.3 cents per gallon motor fuels tax in the bill.
"I don't want perfection to be the enemy of the good," he said.
"Fast action on the deficit is the best way to increase business confidence and keep interest rates down."
A House vote on the package was scheduled for Thursday, with the
Senate due to follow on Friday, the day Congress wants to depart for a
month's recess.
One Senate Democratic aide said the suspense may last all week.
Working in Clinton's favor, she said, was the fact that the list of
Democratic opponents was so short.
"Nobody wants to be the seventh Democrat to come out against
this bill," she said.
While ttie focus was on the Senate, Clinton also met Monday with
House members, including some of its most liberal members who
were concerned that provisions they supported might be lost in the
deal making.
"I think that we're not taking a single vote for granted on this. As
you know, it was very close in the House. It will be close again," said
Dec Dee Myers, Clinton's press secretary.

'You've got to love life...'
Fifty-five years ago, when
playwright Thornton Wilder
wrote "Our Town," he claimed
that he was attempting ..."to find
a value above all price for the
smallest events in our daily life."
The play begins just before
dawn in an unremarkable New
Hampshire hamlet called Grovers
Corners. As the stage manager
briefs the audience on some particulars about Grovers Corners, he
is quick to point out that the town
has produced "nobody very
remarkable." By the end of the
play, however, he has convinced
the audience of just the opposite;
in "Our Town," indeed in any
town, every life is distinguished.
In our town, Murray, Kentucky, the month of July, 1993, began
and ended on a sad note. On July
1, Dick Jackson, teacher, artist
and former president of the Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen, succumbed to cancer. On
the 26th, Bobby Bryan, Big Band
musician, radio producer, and
popular host of "Easy Street" on
WKMS-FM was stricken with a
fatal heap' attack.
Neither Dick nor Bobby was a
native to Calloway County. A
Kentuckian from Bowling Green,
Jackson came to town in the
1950s after he completed his stu-

„constance Alexander
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dies in the Northeast. Besides
teaching art and directing the university art gallery, he was active
in the statewide art guild, the
Kentucky Art Education Association, and the Murray Art Guild.
Born in Minneapolis, Bobby
Bryan had careers in music and
in business. In high school, college and in the Navy, he played
saxophone and clarinet with various bands. In 1953, he left the
band business to join Sears.
When he retired from Scars management in 1978, he moved to
Puryear, Tenn., and began volunteering at WKMS to co-produce a
big band radio show with his
wife, Terri. Bryan eventually
joined the station staff, working
as news director, announcer and
jazz producer. '
Both Dick Jackson and Bobby
- Bryan were retired, though no
one who knew their busy volunteer schedules would have sus-

peeled. According to fellow Art
Guild member Emily Wolfson, it
was Dick Jackson who added zest
and excitement to guild art
shows. In 1991, Dick proposed
the first "Red, White and Blue”
exhibition as the Art Guild's contribution to the July 4th Freedom
Fest. He designed the exhibit,
including quotes from the Declaration of Independence to be displayed with the art work.
Bobby Bryan retired a second
time, in 1992, when he formally
left the employ of WKMS. In the
ensuing tnonths, he was heard to
remark that -the Slower pace of
retirement was "driving him
nuts." so this May he volunteered
to resume producing and hosting
"The-Big-Bond Era" on the -local
affiliate of National Public Radio,
much to the joy of his many fans
in the Four Rivers region. Late
this spring, Bobby and wife Terni
got involved in Playhouse in the

Changes In our Schools
A Commentar
School-based couticils exemplify democracy
By Carol Lamm
"It's about democracy,darling,"
says one strong supporterofKentucky's
khool-based decision making councils. And democracy is indeed the
foundation of this part of Kentucky's
education reform effort.
School councils, composed of
teachers, parents and the school principal. have the potential to improve
our children's education precisely because the people who are closest to the
children—the people who have to live
with the decisions—are directly represented on the councils. That's democracy and it's the best way Americans
know to make public decisions.
Since 1991, over 600 Kentucky
schools have established school councils. By 1996,almost every school in
the state will have a school-based decision making council. Ttbe only exceptions allowed are in districts with
only one school and in those schools
that meet their threshold for student
success.
School councils have many responsibilities. Some of these responsibilities are: selecting anew principal
when that position is vacant, consulting with the principal on the hiring of
other staff,deciding whether to reallocate money when a staff position is
vacant, and setting policy on curriculum,scheduling during the school day,
discipline and extracurricular activities.

These are major decisions. To done, councils just about have to esmake good decisions, council mem- tablish committees. These commitbers have to learn from other schools' tees can give many non-council memexperiences and from research. Just bers a chance to understand the school
as important, council members need and its challenges more fully, in the
to learn from the.rest of the commu- course of doing important work.
For example, at Berea Community, in school and out of it. What is
important to parents? What do our nity School,our council's Committee
teachers think about the choices in for Racial and Cultural Diversity has
front of us? What wisdom does our helped parents, teachers and adminiscentral office staff have to pass on? trators gain a far deeper understanding
of the nature of racism and cultural
What do employers need?
Alongside the. decisions about diversity concerns in our school.
The committee drafted and seeducation that school councils can
make,councils also have a wonderful cured school board approval of a new
opportunity to make decisions about policy on racial harassment. With the
how the democratic process works. council's approval,thiscommittee has
As a minimum, school councils planned a professional development
are required'tofollow the Kentucky day at the beginning ofthe school year
Open Meetings Law. Everyone is to help all our teachers learn how, to
welcome to attend council meetings help their students respect and appreand decisions are made in public, ciate differences. Because of this
exactly as the law requires for other committee's work, education for all
our students will be enhanced.
public bodies.
This council committee and othThe Open Meetings Law isjust a
foundation. Because school councils ers have brought parents intothe school
are new, they can easily adopt new at a level that most had never experiways ofinvolving the public. School enced before. The parents involved
councils don't have to operate like now know far more about whatgoeson
fuddy-duddy public bodies where the and why, bow change happens in our
elected officials sit behind tables at school and bow they can make a differthe front ofthe room and talk only to ence. This is truly democracy.
We know,from our own national
each other. Simply because they are
new,it is easier for councils to estab- history and from watching other counlish a freer,more open atmosphere for tries,that the first few yearsofdemocdemocratic discussion ifthey want to. racy can be a time ofintense strain. No
In order to get all their work one can ever foresee all the questions

that will come up or all the decisions
that will need to be made. The rules
need to be written while the first
rounds ofthe game are being played.
That's the way new democracies are.
This inevitable fluidity brings
dangers. There is;longer that-before
the new democracy is set in place,
those whoopposed it in the first place
will manage to twist things back to
the old ways.
There isdanger that the unsettled
state of things will be so intensely
uncomfortable that people will want
to move back to more familiar territory to relieve the stress of it all.
It takes faith and vision to keep
moving forward into unmapped territory. But pioneering has its rewards as well as its dangers.
After two years as a parent representative on a school council, I'm
more hopeful than I was at the start of
the journey that school councils will
make a big difference in our
children's education. Because so
many more people are in on the
decisions, the decisions are getting
better. That's the reason for democracy in Kentucky education.
Carol Lamm is the director of the
Brushy Fork Institute ofBerea College
andfirst vice president ofthe Kentucky
Association for School Councils. She
recentlycoinpktedtwoyearsasaparent
representative on the Berea Coisunwiity
School Council.
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Afloating crap game legacy?

FRANKFORT -If it's true Gov.
Brereton Jones doesn't much like
the job he spent four years and about
SIO million of other people's money
to get, who really can blame the
man?
Every time he turns around some
accountant type tells him there's not
enough tax money coming in to pay
all the budgeted bills,so Jones has to
order spending cuts, which are
about as popular here as utility
lobbyists with bugs in the draperies.
The latest figure is $260 million
ITO!ZIA I,
(1 r EST
E I)
that has to be wrenched out of the
'budget for the fiscal year that began
July 19, La Nacion, Santiago. Chile, on the U.S. block- July 1. That's a big pile of money
ade of Cuba:
and it could - probably will - grow
Many Latin Americans think that more than 30 years of the U.S.
higher Without a major improveblockade on Cuba is much too long. Several presidents participating in
ment in the state's economy. Throw
the recent lbero-American summit expressed their disagreement with
in a raft of lawsuits that could cost
the blockade.
the state untold more millions and it
The end of the Cold War should have brought a gradual relaxation
could be a very long fiscal year for
of trade relations between the United States and Cuba. After all, the
Jones & Co.
blockade was part of a clear strategy, known as the policy to stop
An order has gone out from
communism.
Budget Director Claude Vaughan
The basis of this strategy disappeared along with the collapse of the
that each agency prepare to cut its
Soviet Union and the communist regimes in Eastern Europe. Today.
payroll by 10 percent - a significCuba does not represent a model to be exported to the Caribbean or
antly higher number than previLatin America. Therefore, one could have expected the siege on Cuba
ously diseus.sasd State employees
to be relaxed, but that did not happen.
are jittery that they'll be the I -in-10
Not giving a hand to Cuba at this time, putting an end to the trade
to get laid off, which makes for
embargo, would be tantamount to imposing even greateapain.to the
less-than-optimal morale in state
offices. Hbwever, morale is very
Cuban people. In addition, the danger exists that NOW
high among lawyers specializing in
ger an explosion leading to violence and chaos;

personnel litigation.
presidents
are
University
screeching at full volume over the
latest round of budgetems and little
children are pleading with Jones not
to cut spending on their school
programs.
Beins governor is not for those
with soft hearts for little children.
much-trumpeted Jones
The
health-care reform plan and special
legislative session were unmitigated
disasters for everyone involved except, of course, the health-care
industry. Even so, the doctors filed
suit.
Now,despite grand statements of
cooperation between Jones and legislative leaders to re-form on the
reform bandwagon. two of those
leaders -have announced Jones'
prime health-care goal is dead before arrtval.
House Speaker Joe Clarke and
Sen. Mike Moloney, chairman of

the Senate budget committee, told a
recent television interviewer Jones
goal of universal health insurance
coverage is kaput,forget about it, no
way.
That attitude should make meetings of the special health care task
force, with Jones,Clarke and Moloney all members, particularly grim
Irvin now on.
The lottery, which Jones never
much cared for in the first place,
self-destructed on him and the fallout from state Auditor Ben Chandler's devastating management audit
could go on well into next year's
regular legislative Session.
And now Jones, the thoroughbred breeder, is faced as governor with what appears to be a
spreading frenzy to set up gambling
casinos in Kentucky.
No one remotely sober,of course,
would ever imagine gambling casinos being considered in a state

411111./.•
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Park's production of "Oklahoma," an enduring musical that
chronicles the lives of people in a
small town on the plains.
"Our Town" opens if daybreak, when "the sky is beginning
to show streaks of light over in
the East..." It ends around midnight, when the citizens of Croyens Corners. like the citizens of
every town and city on the
planet, are settling down to a
long-deserved rest. There is a
rhythm to the play, a rightness:
although the simple facts of birth, '
growing up, love and death offer
no real surprises, they give the
audience pause.
"You've got to love life to
have life, and you've got to have
life to love life," one of the characters in the Wilder classic
declares. "It's what they call a
vicious circle."
So Dick Jackson and Bobby
Bryan have gone full circle.
Despite the sadness that accompanies losing them, there is a
rightness, a symmetry to the eternal rhythm of life's anthem —
birth, growth, love, death. They
both will long be remembered for
adding their own special brand of
creativity and talent to life in our
town.

rip
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where you can't even drink Kentucky bourbon legally in most counties. But they're holding seminars
on casino gambling, run-down
bankrupt racetracks suddenly are
selling at primium prices and Jones
is hosting Mery Griffin at the Governor's Mansion.(Can Vanna White
be far behind?)
The reason so many people are
going ga-ga over roulette is that our
northern neighbors in Illinois and
Indiana got the gambling fever first.
Griffin is already minting money
aboard his riverboat casino at Metropolis, Ill., across the Ohio River
from Paducah. People are falling
over themselves to put a floating
casino across the river from Louisville on the Indiana shore.
The idea is to save Kentucky
racing (and thoroughbred breeding)
by letting the tracks operate the
casinos.
So, if this is the hot summer of
Brercton Jones discontent,it cannot
be surprising. He came into office
promising universal health care for
all Kentuckians and he may leave
office responsible for floating crap
games in the literal sense.
And all the while the accountant
types keep coming beck with more
had news.
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"Scitool supplies are needed_tpjtelp needy children as they
begin their school year." said Kathie Gentry, executive director of
Murray-Calloway County Need Line Association.. Need Line will
begin handing out supplies to needy children whose parents come to
the office with the school list needs of their children on Tuesday. Aug.
10. During August and September of 1992, Nerd Line served 200
children with this program. Gentry said "we can use all kinds of
school supplies but we are especially low in the following areas:
Loose leaf binders and index dividers; loose leaf paper (wide and college ruled): folders (2 pocket/no brads); notebooks (wireless): rulers,
compasses, protractors; paint sets; broad crayons; small and broad
markers; scissors (safety and pointed); school boxes: kinder mats(new
and use): back packs (new and used)." Persons having any items to
donate may take them to the Need Line Office on the lower floor of
We,aks Community Center from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Fhday. Need Line is a United Way Agency.
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Doll Club will meet Wednesday

Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, Aug. 4. at 11:45 a.m.
at louie's Steakhouse on North 12th Street, Murray. The program on
'Designing, Sewing and Dressing Dolls-will be presented by Katherina Ray
All members and interested persons are invited to attend.
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Civitans will meet Thursday

The' Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday. Aug. 5. at noon at Someplace Family Restaurant. The guest speaker will be Rick Harris of the Murray Police Department who will give an update on the local 911 program.
Civitan Governor Rowena Emerson will report onCivitan Club officers training to be held on Saturday. Aug. 14. at Bardstown.
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Pet Therapy Trip on Thursday

Shanna Tabers and
Michael Burress to marry

The Humane Society will sponsor a Pet Therapy Trip on Thursday. Aug
5. The group will meat at 2:45 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All
pet therapists, PAWS members and newcomers interested in Pet Therapy
are encouraged to attend.

Pool and Pizza Party ,at Oaks.

A Pool and Pizza Party for members. ages 13 and under, will be Thursday. Aug. 5.from 4-10,6 p.m. at Oaks Country Club. The cost will be $1 per
person. For More information call Susan Fisher, 753-5063. Jackie Abbott.
753-2585, or Linda Pate, 753-1076.

Wadkins Reunion planned Sunday

Wadkins Family Reunion will be Sunday. Aug. 8, in the Community Room
of North Branch of Peoples Bank. A potluck meal will be served about 12:30
p.m. All relattves and friends are invited 10 attend.

Puryear Lions plan. Saturday events
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Puryear Lions Club will have special activities on Saturday, Aug. 7, starting at 6:30 p.m. at Puryear Community Center. This will include an ice
cream supper, barbecue, hot dogs, drinks, and a street dance featuring the
Southern Drive Band. The public is urged to attend.

Russell's Chapel plans revival

Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church will have revival services starting Sunday...Aug. 8. and continuing through Wednesday. Aug. 11. The Rev.
Paul McAdoo will be the speaker for services at 7 p.m. nightly. The pastor.
the Rev. Calvin Clark, invites the public to attend.

Kirksey., Church plans services

James Ar-Thomasson will be the speaker at a gospel meeting at Kirksey
Church of Christ on Thursday. Friday and Saturday at 7 p.m. Thomasson a
graduate of the Memphis School of Preaching, will be speaker and will use
nothing but the Bible for subject matter during these services, a church
member said. The public is invited to attend.
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Glendale hosting Youth -Series tonight

11.

Glendale Road Church of- Christ will host the weekly Summer Youth
Series tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30, This is for all youth in the Purchase area.
Wayne Walden, Youth Minister, and the youth of the church invite all interested persons to attend.
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CCMS Council meeting Thursday
Decision Making Council will

Calloway County Middle School Site-Based
meet Thursday, Aug. 5, at 7 p.m. in the Middle School office or library. Any
interested person Who wants to place an item on the agenda must submit
the item in writing to Principal Marilyn Willis at least one week prior to the
council meeting. All interested parsons are urged to attend.
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Club
Pool party at Murray Country
up. wilibe Thursday. Aug. 5,
A pool party for youth, ages sixth grade and
from 6 to 9 p.m. at Murray Country Club. Each member may invite one
guest. Life guards will be on duty. The grill will be open from 7 to 8 p.m.

will meet •
'VFW Post and Auxiliary
and Auxiliary will meet Thursday.
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars
Aug. 5, at 7 p.m. at National Guard Armory. All members and interested
persons are invited to attend.
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MHS Class of 1983 plans reunion
Murray High School Glass of 1983 will-have its 10-year reunion activities
on Aug..6 and 7. A cookout will be from 1 p.m. to 11 p.m. at Lakeview Pavilion at Kenlake State Park on Friday, Aug. 6. A dance will be from 6 p.m. to
midnight at Murray Country Club on Saturday, Aug. 7. Reservations are
needed by calling John Purdom, 753-5315.

7
Shelton-Coles Reunion onAug.Aug.
7, From 10 a.m. to 5:30

Shelton-Coles Reunion will be Saturday,
p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. A potluck
lunch will be served at noon. All family and friends are invited to attend.

Aug. 7
Ed Downs Cemetery meeting
the Ed Downs Cemetery near the
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Hospital,

Tenn., and Roscoe and Frankie
Fcagin of Rt. 1, Almo. Greatgrandmothers are Mrs. Calista
Spencer of Murray and Mrs.
Mary Shultz of Mayfield.

C'ontract Bridge

The Trump Echo
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable

NORTH
•A Q .1 52
•96 5
•.1M

4,.1 74
EAST
•10 S
•A
• K Q 97 2
46 A 98-6 2
SMITH
•K 4
•K Q.J 107 3
•A
•K Q 5 3
The bidding:
North East
South WeSt
1• - -.2•
Page
1•
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Opening lead — ten of' clubs.
The trump echo is a signal by
which one defender tells the other
that he started with three trumps.
There are times when a defender has
to know the trump holding to defeat
a contract. and today's hand illustrates such a situation.
West leads a club, which East
should assume is a singleton. He
takes the ace and returns the deuce,
his lowest club,-to tell West to return
the lower-ranking ofthe two remaining side suits, diamonds.
West ruffs with the four — beginning a trump echo to indicate three
trumps — and shifts to his fourth
best diamond. Declarer takes East's
queen with the ace and plays the
king of trumps, West following with
the deuce as East wins with, the ace.

WEST
•9 7 6 3
•S 4 2
3
,
• 106 5.4
+ 10

If there were no such animal W.a
trump echo. East might make the
mistake of trying to cash the setting
trick by playing the king ofdiamonds
He would have no way of knowing
that Weststarted with five diamonds
and South the singleton ace. Hut,
thanks to the trump echo. East knows
his partner has another trump,so he
leads another club for West to ruff
and South goer; down one.
There are positive and negative
inferences associated with the trump
echo. Thus,in the present cilia% East
can tell from West's ruff with the
four, followed by his later play of the
two, that West has another trump
By the same token. if West had
the doubleton 4-2, he would ruff at
trick two with the deuce. When he
later played the four. East would
draw the negative inference that
West had started with only two
trumps,and he would try to cash the
king of diamonds at trick live as hill
only hope of stopping the contract.
Tomorrow • Never say die

C 1993 King Fraturpo Syndicnte. inc

Waist-Away Wednesday
1 in off
AM. C p •••

Yogurt. su)sr free tat tree
S Isle ice cream

Baskin.PRobbins
,

Ice Cream &Ngurt
Olympic Plaza

753-3

She has 18 years experience in fashion consulting and
personal wardrobing.
Sharon will be on hand at The Cherry Branch to give you
personal service with your wardrobe,as well as Mon tie!and
Charles of the Ritz cosmetics.
Call or come by for her assistance!

REGISTRATION
Tuesday, Aug. 17th
1000 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Corner of S. 9th Ext.
& Fairlane
•

mcr Karen Shultz. A sister is
Amanda Stone, 8.
Grandparents are James and
Sharon Shultz of Union City,

tor, said please call the center,
753-0929, to pre-Tegilicr,

Sharon Fandrich

-Tumbling &
Choorleading
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Mr. and Mrs. David Fcagin of
Rt. 2, Murray, arc the parents of
a son, Austin James Lee Fcagin,
born on Thursday. July 22, at

cost of S20. Eric Kelleher, direc-

•1,

-Equipment

itacky

Feagin baby boy born July 22

five consecutive weeks for a total
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e0 BnpgaPhmPeoples' Class/6:30 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church service/7 30
p.m.

J

-Tap-Ballet-Pointe
Jazz-Acrobatics

:ding)

Ms. Mary Lamb of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Hale of Hazel
announce the lonhcnming marriage of their children. Tara Lamb of
Murray and Brad Hale of Hazel.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stoddard of Kirkscy and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lamb of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs: Dorothy Harrison and the
late Robert Harrison of Nashville. Tenn., and of Jess Hale and the late
Mary Hale of Hazel.
Miss Lamb is a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is attending Murray State University. She is employed at K -Mart.
Mr. Hale is a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High School and
attended Murray State University. He is employed at Fisher Price and
Kroger.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday. Aug. 7, at 2 p.m. at
Grace Baptist Church, South Ninth Street Extended, Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and mends are invited to attend. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.
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The Cherry Branch is pleased
to welcome back to Murray

Boys & Girls
Ages 3 and Up
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Shanna Tabers and Michael Buriess announce their engagement and
approaching marriage.
Mass Tabers is the daughter of Barney and Linda Tatters of Muilay.
She as the granddaughter of the late Willis and Blanch Short and the
late Oliver and Ow Tabers.
Mr. Burress is the son of Gene and Kathy Berms% of•Murray. He is
the grandson of Julius Johnson and the late Nora Johnson and the late
Raymond and Lesste Burress.
The bride-elect is a 1987 graduate of Marshall County High School
and a 1990 graduate of Western Kentucky Vocational-Technical
School. Currently attending the Dental Hygiene Program at Hopkinsville, she will graduate in 1994.
The groom-elect is a 19W) graduate of Murray High School. He is
employed at Fisher Price Toys. Inc.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Friday, Sept.. 3, at 2 p.m.
at New Providence Church of ('host.
A reception will follow in the educational building of .the church.
All relatives and friends are Invited to attend the wedding and the
_
reception.
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pm
WeasIde Isola Church events include
Business meeting/7 p.m
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Yoi It and Mission CRAWS/7 p m , San.
tuary Choir/8 pm.
First United Methodist ('hurch event.
include Covenant Prayer Group/I0 am.
p.m
A non,in•us/6
buading
Parents
Finance Comm atee/6 pm; Administra
Info/753-0082.
tive Buardi7 pm ,
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky 034,-Ftrii Bible classes/7 p as /blendate Road
Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Church of Chnst
First Christie. Church events include iniversity Church of Christ events
CWF II/11 am. at Log Cabin Restaurant, include Bible classes/7 p.m
Singles Groupf6.30 pm
First Christian Church events include
Westside Baptist Church events Include Reunion Group/7 a m and I.sangelism
p.metines Committee/noon
up/7 me
lowy.:yesCisirto„en
ee CA;amlon
tseuilics
Alliactob
Grace Baptist t'hurch events mindsp m./American Legion Hall, South Sundt Business meeting/7 p m and Weekly
Workers' meeting/8 pm
and Maple Streets. Murray.
Bereavement Support Group Education First Baptist Church events inslude
meetinjj4 10 pm /Murray -Calloway Ladies' Bible Study/I0 am . Libraey
pm .
County Hospital Info/Nancy Rose. open/6 15 pm. Klaymata/6
Prayer meeting. Onidren's Super Summer
762-1389
Singles Organizatiornal Society (SOS)/7 Studies/6 45 pm.Sanctuary Choir/7 is
p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info, Pame- pm
%rather Nest Kentucky Museum/open
la, 753,7638 of Jeanne. 753-0224.
Cancer Support Group Educational 830 am 415 p m—
meeting/3 pm /private dining room of \attune! -Scouting Museum/open
Murray-Calloway County Hospital am 4 10 pm
lit)
Land Between the Laf..es events include
Planetarium Show/II a m . 1, 2 and 4
Wednesday, Aug.
i Wf 41:roulle lly a m./Miller
or;:ul
eain
Senior
iller Memos, p m /Visitor Center, Food Preservation
depending on garden yields and Iron
ial Golf Course.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/11:45 Industry/I0 30 a m and 1 40
pm /I timepiece, Deer I p Close/10 am.
am /Loute's Steak House
Weeks Center/open 8 a m -4 p mita Snakes and lunles/I pm. Lagies p
senior covens' activities.
Close/2 pm.Red Wolves/3 pm Nature
- Hazel Crater/open 10 a.m.-2 pm /for Center
senior citizens' activities.
Oaks Country Club Betty Shepard
Memorial Gulf Tournament/9 a.m
Murray Country Club Ladies' Golf/9
Murray-Calloway, c.'ounty
a.m.
Health Espress of Murray-Calloway Sertfartitiztns Center has
County Hospital/at Pigsty Wiggly, teamed up with Thurman's
Murray/8.30- II 10 a m. and 12.30,3 pm
School of Dance to offer Line
Calloway County Public-kilwary events Dancing Classes at the Wealis
include Pareiits and Twos/9:30 a m. and
Community Center on Tuesdays
Story hour/t0 30 a.m.
.
Board of Calloway County ,Public at 2 p.m. The classes wilt go for

Classes are planned

Tabers-Burress wedding
vows will be said Sept. 3

Paducah.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 14 ounces and measured

The annual meeting and cleaning of
Buffalo Range in the Land Between the Lakes will be Saturday, Aug. 7. Pertoolsto help with cleaning. A potluck meal will be
sons are asked to bring an
• at Model, Tenn. For more information call
served at the Buffalo
436-5456.
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Tuesday, Aug. 3
Murray Optimist CI.11/6:30
p.m./Ilosneplace Restaurant.
Kestecky•Barkley Bass n' Gals/7
p.m /Louie's
Alpha Mu Chapter 44760 of ESA/7
p.m/home of Lillian Cook.
Bingo/7 p m./Knights of Columbus

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
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Pass The Pasta
After brief workout with Mavericks
Jones rejoining Milano teammates
Murray Ledger a Tawas Sports

k

STEVE PARKE Rt•Osper hi* photo

Popeye Jones will return to Milano Teorematour of the Italian League after a brief workout with the Dallas Mavericks.

Ronald -Popeye" Jones is heading back to Italy.
A week ago. Jones worked out with the Dallas Mavericks, who acquired his NBA rights earlier this summer,
but he is not taking pan in a free agent-rotOkie league in
Salt Lake City this week, according to a report in the
Dallas Morning News.
Jones will return to Italy to play for Milano Teorematour, which has chosen to pick up the option year of his
contract.
Jones, who was a two-time Ohio Valley Conference
player of the year at Murray State, was drafted by the
Houston Rockets in the second round of the NBA draft
last summer.
But after a poor performance in a rookie camp with the
Rockets, Jones decided to take his chances in Italy. After
playing for Milano Teorematour this past season, his
NBA rights were traded by the Rockets to Dallas for
Michigan's Eric Riley, the second round pick of the
Mavericks in this year's draft.

Mavericks director of player personnel Rick Sund told
the Dallas newspaper it would be difficult to buy out
Jones' contract for this year. But Sund did say that even
if Jones can't play for the Mavencks this year, another
year of play in Europe would make him an even better
prospect.
Mavericks coach Quinn Buckner told the Dallas newspaper that he liked Jones' skills.
"He's got skills you don't teach," Buckner said.
But Buckner did say that Jones still had work to do
before advancing to the NBA.
Even so, Dallas, who was the worst team in the NBA
last season, needs rebounding help. Forward Terry Davis
is rehabilitating an elbow injury after a serious car accident and Roy Tarplcy. who has been banned several
times by the NBA for drug abuse will probably play
another season in Europe.
Jones led the NCAA in rebounding his senior season at
Murray State, averaging 14.4 rebounds a game. He also
averaged 21.1 points and 2.4 assists in 1991-92, his final
season at Murray State.
The Dresden, Tenn. native is Murray's all-time leading
rebounder and second-leading scorer.
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Murray State track coach Pate
signs five recruits to end period

NATIONAL LEAGUE

0
,
1

Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Timm

Murray State men's and women's track and cross country coach
Wayne Pate completed his recruiting season, adding five studentathletes who have committed to participate in track and field for
the Racers.
Pate, who signed eight other recruits Carlin' this suillitter, Said he
is happy with this season's recruiting class in a continuing effort to
build both the quality and quantity of his roster.
"I'm excited about the kids we've brought in." he said. "I think
we've had a solid recruiting season. Though I would like to be
deeper in the distance events, we should be really solid in the longer springs, which is a good foundation to build for a good track
team."
The latest Murray State track recruits are:
• Mernelle ert(Christ Church, Barbados), a sprinter and horizontal jimper who has best performances of 12.8 seconds in the in
100-meter dash, 24.9 in the 200-meter dash and 18-6 in the long
jump;
• Phyllis Jackson (Magnolia Part, Fla./Suncoast Community), a
hurdler who has best times of 14.6 in the 110-meter hurdles and
44.0 in the 300-meter hurdles;
•Jack Searcy (Ennis. Texas/Odessa JC), a long sprinter who has
bests of 20.9 in the 200 meters and 47.3 in the 400:
• Charmaine Thomas (St. Johns, Antigua/Antigua State), a
middle distance runner who has a best of 2:13.5 in the 800 meters;
• Denise Wetkes (Christ Church, Barbados), a sprinter and long
jumper with bests of 12.1 in the 100 meters, 24.8 in the 200 and
18-9 in the long jump.

Cards' outfield brigade shines ;
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Although
it means one of them has to sit on
the bench, the St. Louis Cara._
,nals' four regular outfielders
don't want to change managerJoe Tone's system.
Ray Lankford, Brian Jordan,
Mark Whiten and Bernard Gilkey
have their own starting rotation
these days, and all of them say
the approach is working.
"I think it's a good system,
because it's helping us stay
rested and strong," Lankford said
after homering and throwing out
a runner at the plate in a 5-3 victory over the Florida Marlins on
Monday night.
Lankford, Jordan and Whiten
were a combined 5-for-11 with
three RBIs and three runs scored.
"We all want to play every
day, but you can't argue with the
results," said Jordan, who
doubled and tripled and is hitting
.301. "1 think 1 have a chance to

play more since I can play all
three positions, but it's up to the
manager."
Whiten, who had two hits and
an RBI, said he wants to play
every game. But he said he is
comfortable with TOM'S system
"We're all going - to say we
want to be the starting outfielder,
but the manager makes out the
lineup," Whiten said.
Gilkey, who is hitting .320, sat
out the game. But he said he was
not upset about sharing the outfield duties.
"I want to play every game,
but it's up to the manager," Gilkey said. "The important thing is
to win the game."
The outfielders took the pressure off starter Bob Tewksbury
(11-7), who pitched well enough
to win without his best control.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Chicago 12, Pittsburgh 10
Cincinnati 6. Colorado 2
New York 4, Montreal 3
St Louis 5. Florida 3
Only games scheduled
"I didn't have good command
of my pitches, but I'm not going
to look a 'W' in the mouth,"
Tcwksbury said.
"I gave up 12 hits, and I can't
be happy about that. But I've had
games where I pitched well and
lost, so I guess this evens things
out for that."
Tewksbury. who had walked
seven in his first 20 starts this
year, has walked five in his last
two starts.
"I heard the fans booing wrhcn
I gave up those walks, but 1 think
too much attention is put on

Boston fans, friends
say goodbye to Lewis
with chant of'Reg-gie'
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP SPorta Wrier

BOSTON — Irvin Lewis Jr.
looked toward heaven and spoke
to his brother in a strong voice,
almost a yell.
"1 just want to say, 'Reg-gie,
Reg-gie, Reg-gie; for the last
time," he said with tears in his
eyes. "Man, you hear me.
Reggie! I love you, man."
Below Irvin's place on the
podium, his brother's body lay in
a casket where the basket normally stands for Northeastern basketball games.
A red-and-white banner hung
from the rafters above, bearing
Reggie Lewis' retired number 35
at the college where he is the
leading career scorer.
In front of the stage were thousands of mourners, some wearing
T-shirts and others wearing ties.
There were inner-city grandmothers and suburban teen-agers,
grieving relatives and people who
never met Reggie Lewis.
They were drawn to Monday's
funeral at Matthews Arena to
hear the Boston Celtics' captain
eulogized as a man with a sweet
jump shot and a soft spot for the
less fortunate, especially kids.
"There's an old saying that
actions speak louder than
words," Robert Parish, the oldest
Celtic, told the gathering in his
deep voice. "That describes
Reggie, because Reggie always
led by example, whether it was
stepping up and taking a big shot
or shaking a hand or giving an
autograph."
The quiet man whose big shots
sparked loud chants of "Reg-gee.
Reg-tic, Reg-gm" in a nearby
arena. the Boston Garden, died

last Tuesday after collapsing
while shooting baskets at Brandeis University.
Just 27, he suffered complete
cardiac arrest, although a report
on the autopsy isn't expected for
several days. Three months earlier, he collapsed during a Celtics
playoff game, then got caught in
controversy after getting conflicting medical diagnoses.
One doctor said he had a lifethreatening heart ailment.
Another said he had a "normal
athlete's heart" and a relatively
harmless neurological condition.
A third opinion provided no definitive diagnosis.
Keith Motley, Northeastern's
dean of student services, associate basketball coach and close
friend of Lewis, said it was time
to end the speculation.
"The first thing you can do for
Reggie is you can let my man
rest in peace," urged Motley.
speaking on behalf of Lewis' pregnant widow, Donna.
While the arena could hold
about 7,000, officials said 15,000
to 20,000, people passed through
it during ii-two-hour viewing and
the two-hour service that
followed.
"Every time I take to the court
this year, it's going to be in
memory of Reggie Lewis," Parish promised them, "becaiise that
easy and warm smile that Reggie
Lewis had will always be etched
in my. mind forever."
**Isn't it amazing," Celtics
senior executive vice president
Dave Gaviu said, "that here in
conservative, staid New England
and Boston that this soft young
man from Baltimore had to leave
In TURN TO PAGE 7

that," Tcwksbury said "The
WC/re is what counts." •
The Marlins stranded nine runners. and manager Rene Lachemann gave Tewksbury credit for
getting out of trouble.
"It was one of those games
where we got a lot of hits, but
didn't take advantage of them,"
Lachcmann said. "Tcwksbury
gives up a lot of hits, but he gets
out of his jams."
Marlins starter Jack Armstrong
(7-5) said the turning point was a
double play the Cardinals turned
in the seventh when the Marlins
had runners, at first and second
with nobody out. Orestes
Destradc, who'hit his 10th home
run earlier, lined into a double
play.
"Orestes hit the ball right at
somcbody and that was the ballgame," Armstrong said. "You'd
have to say the Cardinals were
lucky."
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White rips
HR in final
leadoff spot
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By MICHAEL FLAM
; AP Sports Writer

Members of the 1993 Murray Pony League All-Stars are: (front row, front left) Brent Underhill,
Sean Stonecipher, Josh Price, Ray Stone, Ryan Doseseik. (middle) Coach Johnny Ahart, Rage.
Riley. Billy Smith, Adam Meloan, John David Poynor, haus Morton, Mitch Ryan, Manager Greg
Lassiter, (back) Steve Ingersoll, Josh McKeel.

Murray Pony, Express advance
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Timm;

Murray's Pony League
Stars are on their way to the MidEast Region Tournament after
winning the state championship
last weekend in Benton.
Murray will travel to McCutchenville, Ind., to open play in the
Regional at 5:30 p.m. Friday
night.
Coming out of the winner's
bracket in Benton. Murray faced
Caldwell County three times.
On Sunday, Murray pitcher
Josh Mc Keel threw a two-hiucr
In leading Murray to a 5-2 win
over Caldwell and the
championship.
Steve Ingersoll led Murray'
offense with a double, two singles and two RBIs. Adam Meloan
drove in two runs with two
singles.
In the first game Saturday.
Josh Price picked up the win as
he, Ray Stone, hicKeel shut

Caldwell down on five hits in
leading Murray to a 10-4 victory.
Price had a double and two singles with four RBIs. Morton
added a triple and Meloan
doubled and drove in three runs.
Ingersoll and Sean Stonecipher
added doubles and Billy Smith
had two singles.
In the second game of Satur-

day's doubleheader, momentum
swung to Caldwell following a
20-minute rain delay and Caldwell took a 6-4 win.
After Murray scored twice in
the top of the first, Caldwell
came back with two runs in both
the second and third innings.
IN TURN TO PAGE 7

Murray Express gains regional bid
Staff Report
Murray Lodger 1 Thais

The Murray Express has been invited as an at-large team to the
AABC regional tournament in Memphis.
The Express. a Connie Mack Leaps team comprised of Calloway County and Murray High athletes, will face the Louisiana
state champion at 1230 p.m. Wednesday at Memphis State University in Southeastern regional 'laic's.
The winner of the eight-seem double elimination tournament
advances to the World Series in Farmington. N.M. The Earxr-ss
gained the berth became of a 37-10 overall mark, and their second
plate finish' in the was toarsameat.

Devon White made his last
game as Toronto's full-time
leadoff man a memorable one.
White, who will yield the
No. 1 spot in the,,lineup to
Rickey Henderson tonight, hit
a two-run homer as the Blue
Jays defeated New York 4-0
Monday night at Yankee
Stadium.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Toronto 4, New York 0
Baltimore 7, Milwaukee 5
Texas 9. Chicago 8
Only games scheduled
The victory gave Toronto a
two-game lead over both New
York and Boston and dropped
the Yankees into third place,
one percentage point behind
the idle Red Sox. The Blue
Jays have won eight of nine
games.
White is looking at the addition of Henderson from a
team, rather than an individual, perspective.
"It's not a matter of pride
or ego,•• he said. "That's
where he deserves to be. He
does everything a leadoff hitter should. He's the best leadoff hitter in the game."
Jim Abbott (8-9) was working on a two-hitter when Pat
Borders opened the sixth with
a bunt single. Willie Canate
sacrificed Borders to second
and then White hit Abbott's
first pitch against the left field
foul pole for his 12th homer of
the season.
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NFL CAMP NOTES
BASEBALL
CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincinnati Reds left-hander John Smiley had a
bone spur removed from hos pitching elbow and is expected to begin rehabilitation this week. Dr. Paul Lieleid performed the arthroscopic surgery vi
Pittsburgh. Smiley went on the disabled hit July 3 with a 3-9 record and
5.62 ERA on 18 starts.
NEW YORK (AP) — Retail Palmate of the Texas Rangers and Andy
Banes of the San Diego Padres went mimed players of the week. !Daimon)earned AL honors by hotting .481 with six homers and 13 RBIs. Banes won two games without allowing an earned run in 16 innings to take the
NI award.

BASKETBALL
HOUSTON (AP) — The Houston Rockets released veteran guard Eric
Floyd and acquired swingman Mario Elie from the Portland Trail Blazers
for a 1995 second-round draft pock. Floyd. an 11 -year veteran who averaged 11.5 points and 5.4 assists vi six seasons with Houston, was waived
to create room under the NBA salary cap.
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TENNIS
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Third-seeded Michael Chang needed only 1
hour, 20 minutes for a 6-2, 6-3 first-round victory over Jonathan Stark in
Ilse 8300,000 Volvo Tennis-Los Angeles tournament

news-

AUTO RACING

aid.
to do

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) — Stanley Smith, severely injured in the DieHard 500 stock car race July 25, continues to improve and had his condition upgraded over the weekend From critical to guarded
Smith has been in the neuro-intensive care unit since he was injured ri
a seven-car pileup during the NASCAR Winston Cup race at Talladega
Superspeedway. The 43-year-old driver fractured his skull and has paralysis on his right side.
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Holdouts trickling in to NFL camps
including incentives.
"It's time to play ball," Holmes said Monday night at the
Eagles training camp at West
Chester University. "I feel real
comfortable with the deal. I'm
ready to go to work."

practice after ending an I8-day
holdout. Mirer, a three-year starter for Notre Dame, was the second choice overall in the April
draft behind Washington State's
Drew Bledsoe, who signed with
New England.
Cbach Tom Flores said he
Oilers
doubts Mircr will be ready in
Givins, who caught 67 passes
time to play in Saturday's exhibifor 787 yards and 10 touchdowns
tion opener against Indianapolis
last season, signed a one-year
in the Kingdome.
contrct and was in pads for the
Redskins
afternoon workout. Terms were
Reserve center Matt Elliott sufnot announced, but he will repor-'; fered imly one torn knee ligament
tedly receive $179 million, about
instead of two in a practice last
week and may not have to undera SI million raise from his 1992
go surgery. An MRI test on Monsalary.
day showed that only the medial
No. 1 draft pick Brad Hopkins
collateral ligament in Elliott's left
remained a frustrated spectator.
knee was torn.
Hopkins, who agreed to terms
last week, still has not had his
Cardinals
contract approved by the NFL.
Linebacker Ken Harvey pracSeahawks
ticed Monday, his first unreMirer threw his first pass in
stricted contact since undergoing

By FRANK ELTMAN
AP Opens

Weer

Now that the NFL exhibition
season is entering its second
week, some top draft choices and
veteran holdouts are beginning to
find their way into training camp.
The Philadelphia Eagles
announced the signing of No. I
pock Lester Holmes on Monday:
Houston Oilers wide receiver
Ernest Givins signed a new deal
and reported to camp: and quarterback Rick Mire, the NFL's
second overall draft pick, took
his first snaps after signing a deal
with the Seattle Seahawks.
•
Holmes. an offensive lineman
from Jackson State, signed a
three-year contract. Financial
terms were not disclosed,
although Holmes' agent, Brian
Ransom, indicated that the deal
could be worth $2.5 million,

COLLEGE
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WACO, Texas (AP) — Grant Tee announced his retirement as Baylor
athletic director, effective Aug 31, to become executive director of the
American College Football Association. Teatt, the winningest football
coach in Baylor history, handed over the head coaching fob to assistant
Chuck Reedy in January to become a full-time athletic director His record
was 128-105-6 in 21 seasons as Bears coach.

cading

Johnson upset with Cowboy attitude
we'll be fine when the season
starts," said a red-faced Johnson, whose team leaves for
Londonon Tuesday for next
Sunday's "American Bowl"
game against the Detroit Lions.
''We need a sense of urgency
on this team. It will he difficult
to correct in next week's practices but it WILL he corrected
when we get hack to Austin."
What Johnson wants to correct is five turnovers, three lost
fumbles and two interceptions
that kept the Cowboys from
mounting any serious offense.
However, the Cowboys Will get
only two days of hard work in
London.
Johnson didn't make any
excuses for his dog-tired team
which had three days of scrimmages against the Los Angeles

By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP spoils WA*/
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IRVING, Texas — Winning
football games is Jimmy John
son's life. So he can't even stomach a sloppy loss of a meaningless exhibition game in
August.
Johnson is already jittery
about his defending Super Bowl
champions although the first
regular season game is still a
month away and quarterback
Troy Aikman and running back
Emmitt Smith are out of action.
The Minnesota Vikings
inflicted a 13-7 defeat on the
sore and tired Dallas Cowboys
Sunday night and Johnson acted
like someone had stolen his
$7,500 Super Bowl ring.
"-It would be very easy to say

Orioles club sold
for $1600 million
to investor team

5

FROM PAGE 6
us to make us understand that it
was all right to tell us that we
love each other and that we care
for each other?"
Lewis, a 6-foot-7 guard who
became captain when Larry Bird
retired after the 1991-92 season,
led the Celtics in scoring the past
two seasons.
"He was Superman on the
basketball court and Clark Kent
off it," Northeastern president
Jack Curry said. "Reggie Lewis
was a genuine hero."
Lewis had a natural smile and
a charitable nature that showed
itself in many ways, including an
annual Thanksgiving turkey
giveaway.
"I may coach another great
player. Thc Celtics I know will
have other captains. The NBA
wt have other All-Stars. But
we'll never have another
Reggie," said Connecticut coach
Jim Calhoun, who coached Lewis
at Northeastern.
Some of those ex -stars were
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in the dressing room after the
game.
"The coach was at least a
level two on a three-point
scale," Williams said.
Hugh Millen Iliad a had night
as Aikman's replacement. He
served up two interceptions and
was sacked three times. Millen,
who came to the Cowboys as a
free agent from New England,
seemed to have problems
whenever the Vikings blitzed.
"Sometimes 1,didn't make
the right decisions," said Millen. -"I was a little rusty. "
Offensive coordinator Non,
Turner said Millen "made some
good throws but he took us
inside the 30 two times and we
didn't score and he's got to do
that."

•Bostonfans,friends...

MYERSVi

Raiders and a scrimmage with
the Houston Oilers just before
.they played the Vikings.
saw a team that has a lot
of holes to fill," Johnson said.
"I don't want to he an alarmist
hut everybody seems to be
extremely happy to wear their
Super Bowl rings. There's 27
teams out there waiting to take
those rings."
Considering- Smith is holding
out in Flonda and Aikman is
recovering from back surgery,
Johnson's outburst seemed to
be overkill this early in the
season.
"This is the first game of the
pre-season and we've already
got people panicking," said
linebacker Ken Norton.
Rookie wide receiver Kevin
Williams said Johnson was livid

".7

NEW YORK (AP) — An
investor team led by Baltimore
lawyer Peter Angelos and Cincinnati businessman William
DeWitt Submitted a winning
$1600 million bid for the Baltimore Orioles during a bankruptcy court auction.
The bid set a record price
for a professional sports
franchise and ensured that the
Orioles will remain in their
new stadium in downtown
Baltimore.
The sale must be approval
by 10 of 14 American League
clubs and 8 of 14 National
League clubs. If approval isn't
given, further litigation is
possible.
The Orioles went up for sale
when majority owner Eli
Jacobs filed for bankruptcy
after defaulting on more than
$44 million in loans and personal guarantees to banks earlier this year.
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there — former Celtics Bird and
Dennis Johnson. Current NBA
players Reggie Williams, Muggsy
Bogues and David Wingate, all
high school teammates of Lewis,
also attended.
Motley said people had asked
him what they could do for
Lewis.
"You can wake up the angels,
because they weren't expecting
Reggie," he said. "And you
know how it is at the pearly
gates, so let's give my man that
standing ovation that meant so
much to him.
"Reg-gie, Reg-gie," he
shouted, and the mourners picked

up the chant. "Let's wake up the
angels. Let my man in."
They stood and applauded Mr
nearly a minute.
Then the Rev. Peter J. Gomes,
who conducted the service, ended
it with a message from Lewis'
mother, Peggy Ruch.
"Reggie, my precious child. 1
loved you so much and I will
always remember you, for you
were a precious jewel to me," it
said. "I did not know the pain
you bore. I did not sec you die. I
only know you. went away and
did not say goodbye. Sorrowfully
submitted, your mother."

II Murray Pony...
FROM PAGE 6
Murray had 11 hits in the loss
but stranded 12 runners on base.
Steve Ingersoll had three singles
and John—David Poynor added
two singles. Justin Morton had
the only extra base hit, a double.

Murray opened play Friday
night with an 8-5 win over the
Benton White Sox. McKeel
struckout seven in three innings
of work to pick up the win. Smith
led Murray's offensive attack
with two triples and a single.
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reconstructive knee surgery last
season.
Top draft pick Garrison Hearst
and defensive starters Robert
Massey and Eric Hill continue
their holdouts.
Chargers
Cornerback Darrien Gordon,
San Diego's top draft pick, is
moving up the team's depth chart
because of injuries and his own
progress, coach Bobby Ross said
Monday. When Pro Bowl player
Gill Byrd suffered a seasonending knee injury last week,
Gordon became the top reserve at
cornerback behind projected starters Donald Frank and Scan
Vanhorsc.
Buccaneers
Top draft pick Eric Curry, a
defensive end from Alabama, is
one of three holdouts. Offensive
tackle Paul Gruber and safety
Marty Carter are the others.
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•Promotion
Fotsch named corporate officer
Lanes A. Wier, Executive Vice
President—Operations of Briggs &
Straton Corporation, announced
that in a recent meeting of the Board
ol Directors Richard J. Fotsch was
elected a corporate officer. His
current responsibility is Vice President & General Manager--Small
Engine Division. This division is
responsible for the manufacture of
the Classic, Max.Sprint.and Quantum Power- Series engines.
Fotsch joned the corporation as a
co-op student in 1975. He has since

held a variety of positions; some 01
which include: Supervisor of Man•
ufacturing Engineering, Murray
Plant Manager, Group Manager-Southern Plants, and General Manager—Southern Plants,
In 1977 he graduated from Marquette University with a Bachelor of
Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering and was inducted into
Alpha Sigma Nu.the National Jesuit
Honor Society.
He was named Society of Manufactunng Engineers'(SME) Out-

standing Young Manufacturing Engineer in 1983. In 1984 he completed work on his M.B.A. degree,
graduating first in the class. That
same year he also won the Alfred E.
Bodine SME Award for a research
paper on Machine Tool Economics.
Briggs & Stratton Corporation
produces engines for outdoor power
equipmeni The company's products can be found powering equipment in more than 90 countries in all
seven continents.

Richard J. Fotsch

German bank lowers interest rates
BONN,'Germany (AP) — Germany's central bank lowered a
short-term interest rate today in a
move that could stimulate the
economy and perhaps lead to
similar cuts elsewhere in Europe.
- The bank cut the repurchase
agreement, or repo, rate from
6.95 percent to 6.8 percent. The
rate lowers banks' costs for borrowing money short-term; if the
savings are passed on to corporate borrowers, it can encourage
investment.
The bank's decision Thursday
not to cut the more important discount rate led to a rash of speculation with weaker currencies that

Forced European Community officials to give their currencies
more room to fluctuate.
Lowering the repo rate could
mean the Bundesbank. Germany's central bank, may reduce
the key discount and Lombard
rates when its policy-making
body meets on Aug. 26. But predicting Bundesbank moves is
difficult.
By midmorning today, the
mark fell to 3.4885 francs in Paris after the Bundesbank
announcement.
France and Germany's top economic and finance officials were
to hold talks in *Paris today.

B-11-1111•G•0

French officials would not say
what was on the agenda. The
meeting is one of two held every
year.
Sunday's decision to allow
greater fluctuations in the EC's
monetary system saved the
mechanism, but many analysts
believe it sounded the death knell
for joint currency controls, a cornerstone of the common market.
More optimistic economists
say the relaxing of the mechanism is temporary. Dennis Phillips,
a spokesman for the private Commerzbank in Frankfurt, said the
cut in the repo rate would allow
interest rate cuts in France without further weakening of the

franc.
The mark had risen to as high
as 3.535 francs on Monday after
the EC allowed most of its currencies to- fluctuate 15 percent
from a central rate, wider than
the 2.25 percent previously
allowed.
By midmorning today, the
mark fell to 3.4885 francs in Paris after the Bundesbank lowered
its repurchase rate.
At 6.8 percent, the repo rate is
just above the 6.75 percent discount rate, the cheapest rate for
borrowing by banks. Economists.
say the repo rate would not be
lowered below the discount rate
except for a brief period.
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WEDNESDAY.AUGUST 4. 11193
(For your personalized daily kane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of berth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a mimic?)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE business partner. Go for a brisk vs alk
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: or meditate someplace quiet to
New ideas mean better business regain your composure.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
results. A raise or promotion is possible by late fall. As your cash flow Refrain from comment if a co-watimproves, make regular savings a er acts petty. Eventually she will trip
habit. A shrewd money manager can herself up. Turn down a job offer
help you make timely investments. that .does not include long-term
You tend to be an old softy when it financial security.
LIBRA t Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Pay
comes to your family. Be careful not
to ruin a loved one's incentive to outstanding bills and answer leners.
earn a living. Romance will he hap- A loved one may he testing you.
pier if your partner is not too depen- Show how much you really care by:
deed as well as word. A neighbordent on you.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON hood gathering proves quite congeTHIS DATE: pitcher Roger nial.
SCORPIO lOct. 2,3-Nov. 21):
Clemens. journalist Helen Thomas.
England's Queen Mother Elizabeth. Conflict may be unavoidable today.
Settle an.> differences as they arise.
biographer Kitty Kelley:.
ARIES (March 2I-April 19): The hest way to boost your income
Concentration and dedication to is to learn new skills. Do some
detail will keep a project on track research before Spending sour-hardand under budget. Tempers may earned moor,.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
flare either at work or home this
morning. Be careful not lo send 21): Your rapport with a higher-up
may be strained; adopt a low-key.
mixed romantic signals.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201: cooperative approach. Romance and
Re% less your assets before commit- travel are on the honzon. Cast fear
ting to a new venture. There may be to the Wind and set sail!
CAPRICORN IDec. 22-Jan.,
danger for those who ignore safety
regulations. A change in procedure 19): Use your imagination to add
sparkle to your love life. A tender
results in higher profits.
GEMINI (Ma) 2I -June 20): gesture or romantic message puts
Good news amves from a business stars in your mate's eyes. You have
associate and fnend. Maintain your the world on a string!
AQUARIUS iJan. 20-Feb. 18):
usual level of excellence in carrying
Out new responsibilities. Computer A recent investment begins to pay
technology may. ease the work load. dividends. A long-overdue check
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): A finally arrives. Real estate negotiabusy scheAule could keep you on the tions can be highly profitable. Bank
run today. A child with a problem the proceeds.
PISCES ( Feb. 19-March 201:
turns to you first for guidance. An
emotional decision will not produce Business talks at a distance produce
the desired outcome. Use sour head! favorable results. Diplomacy and
mpromise will ease office tenLEO (July 23-Aug. 2.2i: Someons. I've your flair for the dramatic
one's ertatic behavior could upset
you. A subordinate may be trying to to emphasize the benefits of making
drive a wedge between, sou and a a change.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are generous. determined and fair-minded.'
Although shy by nature, these Leos lack neither confidence nor conviction.
They dislike conflict but know how to hold their ground and will never
waiver where matters of integrity are involved. Count on them to quietly do
what they think is right. In the Comfort and security of their own homes.
these hospitable Leos really blossom. Surrounded by supportive loved ones.
they will discuss the issues closest to their heart.
,to order a rests& and updated cops of leant D,u, heu-selitng hook -Yesterda . Iota!, and fiwo.
et Hou Astrologs Can Help You find Your Place in Goers Plan.- send SN 4s plus SI postage and 11.usd1tng
to Down. c..o Andress and SkSleel. PO Bon 414150. Kansas Cits. %So (14141 Slake .hes.ks maskAndrews and %Alec'
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A SPA GIVES YOU MORE ENERGY AND STAMINA
RELIEVES PAIN FROM BACK. JOINTS OR MUSCLE TENSION
RELIEVES ARTHRITIC PAIN
ASPEN RELIEVES PAIN FROM ACCIDENT OR INJURY
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Country Leisure Manufacturing Company
One of America's Largest Spa Manufacturers
Will Display a Trailer Load of Spas at...
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Tractor
&
Lawn
Keith's
80 E. Main • Murray
Wednesday, August 4 - Only!
10 am. - 7 p.m.

6
PERSON
OASIS

$1988

We

LONG TERM
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Financing is avalable up to 4 years. Designed to be used indoors or outdoors. No plumbing required.
Us* all year long - Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall. Our optional ozone water purification system
elkninates the use of chlorine, bromine or other sanitizing chemicals under normal use of one hour per
day by one or two people. The Spa/Hot Tubs are virtually maintenance free.
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iesting you.
rally care by
A neighborquite corige-

Card at Thanks
In Memory
040
050.-_-_ Lost & Found

Fann Equipment
180
370 ----_.Liirestock & Supplies
300........Poultry a Supplies
Produce
400
Teed a Seed
110

Help Wanted
070 __.......Donestic & Chola:are

,.1-Nov. 211:
idable today.
ts they arise.
)0111 income
s. Do some
g your hard-

090
100 ...._.
110.

Public Sale

410
, ....

Situation Wanted
Bisons« Opporturuty
instruction

For Trade
Free Column
Wanted

470
460
413S
400
495
$OO
510
520

SPOUSE Abuse Hotline DRIVERS NEEDED Both
759-4050 A United Way experienced & inexper
winced FREE TRAINING
AgencY
lor inexperienced drivers if
WIDOWER Would like to you quality Call today for
meet attractive white your
future
Christian female, single or 1 800 877 8180
PO
divorced. 25-50yrs olcl
Paducah Ky EARN up to $1000 weekly
EXCITING' Feel Great' Box 1705,
processing mast Start now.
Lose weight' Call me hnd 42002-1705
no experience, tree supout howl 437 4467 or
plies free information, no
753- 7262
obigabon Send SASE ko
Hi Lo PO Box 3648 BB,
MRS. THERESA, Reeder
& Advisor. A true born
San Angelo. Texas 76902
LOST Australian Terrier.
Psychic gifted horn God
554 7904 call for answers to name of Chet EXTRA help
say Reward' CaN & leave rxepairing &
appointment
el
message 753 9400 or crete
4 50 hr
ROGER Hudson Hauling
435-4214
5pm only
Hudson Horse and CIOtang Supply. 753-4545
18

AURORA Pizza Magic Genurse hand tossed pizza.
fresh salads sanditiches,
gyros Open al year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 8119
Tues
1 505.49.34

20-Feb. 181:
egins to pay
erdue check
.tate negotiaditable. Bank

-March 201:
ance produce
)lomacy and
e office tenthe dramatic
its of making

oda and hors
stage &nil ha...tiny
• ytiri.k•p4.ibk i.

s

Mobile Homes For Rent

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

US Mobile Home Lota For Rent

365

For Sale Or Loan

Busmen Rentals

420

Hone Loans

430

Rsal ideate

435

Lad Property

440

Lots For Sale

2110.

300

450

Farms For Sale

460

Horne. For Sale

Wood
To Buy

PERMANENT position has
become available with a
company that desires em
proyees with a positive alb
tude Some automotive
maintenance experience
desirable__Mplicants
should be ado to perform
as functions of our suborn°
!rye department from sales
to oil filters & lubncation
service Apply to Murray
Ova Luba 507 S 12th St

ANTIQUES by the pace or
collections Cal 7S39433
after 5pm

WANTED barmaids wart
resses & dancers $500
plus weekly Doll House
Tn
Paris
Cafe
901 642 4297 7pm 2am
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance etc No imp
necessary Now hiring For
info
more
call
219 794 OM ext 7159.
8am 8pm. 7 days

1030 MF tractor 437 4832

8
9N FORD farm trac
hours on engine s
CASH paid for good, used pletly rebuilt
in
Mies, shotguns, and pis- 12 volt a
ushhog
tols Benson Sporting clude
after •pm
Goods; 519 S 12th,
if no answer
Murray
le
message
FRONT end loader for a
Ford 2000 tractor and good 0-17 AC Tractor and plow
used carpeting 753 4109 and disc. $1200 obo 19136
Escort L 1 9 engine. carb.
JUNK as conditioners will for parts Cal 498 8428 afpock up 436 2904
ter 3 30pm and leave
message
STANDING timber, lop dolSQUARE bale hay. I farm
lar paid 7539808
wagon, 1 3pt seed sower.
farm Jeep 4 wheel drive, 1
150
set of cattle rack for full size
Articles
pickup Call 436-5648
Nu Sete
200
Sports
Equipoised
NORDIC Flex Gold lists
$tow Sell for $500
7518321
WEIGHT bench & weights
excellent condition $203
obo 527 8417

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk. 7539600

FOR lakes ponds. roads &
streets We have dozer,
grader. dirt mover & also
bush hogging Any size
ribs Free estimates Cal
Ted Edwards or Charles
Smotherman 436 5828 Of
753-9622

•I

;ION

I

l•

'

11111111

Carrier
Needed

for delivery of papers to racks &
newsstands. Takes about3 hrs. a day.
Pays about $6.50 per hour. Must
provide dependable car. If you are
interested, please come by the Murray Ledger & Times to apply

America's Second Car

:11919Duckling

753-6910
1 -800-THE-DUCK

112 SO 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town'
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact

In]
wired.
bystern
Our per

4

•

Home
Furnishings
EARLY 1900's Queen
Anne antique sofa & marble
top coffee table 753-6233

KIRBY Celebrity vacuum,
$450, 1.4 yrs old
753-6825 evenings

KENLAKE State Parks Hot
August Blues Festival
Sunday, August 29 Ticket
information 800 325-0143

K T I and Associates otter
mg•full line of onvestgative
services Bel As Center
753-3868 or 436-6099

170..
190
195
200
210
220
240 .
260
350

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. Si per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper ellies. Classifieds
go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Arttilgthelli

165

Vacuum .Cleaners
&mini Machanee
Equipment
l
Sperm Elapment

Yard

Sale $7.50 Prepaid

A 12.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

Musical
Illiscellaneoes
T.V. I Radio
..... Pets I Supplies

320

320

Ape/talents
For Rent

Mobile
Homes For Sea

Apartments
For Rent

1988 16x80 MOBILE
home 213r 2 bath central
he Sell for pay off
759 4065

1, 2, 3,4BR apts furnished
very nice, some with
washer & dryer. near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753 6111. 753 1252 days
753 0606 after 5pm

1991 EXTRA noes 16x72
2br 2 bath central rya on
1 3 acres on north side of
town 753 1014

1BR log duplex on 94E
$275 Deposit No pets
753 8848 before 9pm

1993 CLOSE OUTS Large
selecbon of single section 1 LARGE bedroon apt 221
homes at discounted Woodlawn. $225/mo furnmoss'All of our homes we ished 753 7662
quality built and energy effi- 1 OR 2br apts near downcient Dinkins Mobile town Murray 753-4109
Homes Inc Hwy 79E.
2BR apt, large rooms, very
Fors, TN 1 800 642 4891
near MSU for up to 4 stuCUM1AINGS Meter Poles dents. washer, dryer.
Specializing in mobile stove, refrigerator turn
home electric services 200 ished Coleman RE
amp $375 100 amp $325 753-9898
435 4027
MUR CAL Apartments now
OUR double wide set up accepting applications for
includes concrete runners, 1, 2 and 3br apartments
gutters. downspouts. plas
Phone 759 4984 Equal
tic ground cover double
Housing Opportunity
blocked, bed clown and
central hal'Quality homes, NEW, large 3br duplex in
quiet wooded area Availdependable service & al
fordable ()rites Dinkins able August $650mo No
Mobile Homes. Inc, Hwy pets lyr lease 753 4573
TN NEW large duplex in quiet.
Pair's.
79E.
1-800-642-4891
private area VERY NICE
Lease plus deposit
2161
$465/mo 759 1087
Roble
NOW taking applications
Rent
For
Hann
for Section 8 low rent hous
12x43 IN New Concord
ing Apply in person at
$100mo Call 436 2427
Southside Manor, 906
2BR appliances & water Broad St Extended. befurnished Available now tween 8am 12noon No
Riviera Courts Coleman phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
RE 753 9898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dm
tance to college 753 5209

NEW condition 74 ton
Traria heat & air unit Win
accept bids 753 1300. of
ter 7pm 489 2116
WINDOW a/c repair Free
estimates 436 2904

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap accusal
bre Equal Housing Oppor.
tunity Apply Wide* Apts
Hardin Ky or call
502 437 4113
330
Rooms
For Rent
NEAR MSU, kitchen, Irving
room, prrvileges, utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
Classified

2BR house in Lynn Grove
$325/mo 753 4109
3BR, race size house in
Murray, central hia
$435/rno 759 4673 (an
sivenng machine)
NICE brick home 3br. 1
bath, kitchen equipped.
washer & dryer included 2
car garage. South side of
Murray No pets Deposit
required 498 8955
SMALL 6 room house on
shady lot. 1 bath, new vinyl
siding, storm windows
North of North Elementary
School 753 8164 after
6pm

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS
If you have something to will, hero's the way to meke your voice
hard Its the Kentucky Statewide Clarified Network
For 6149, you ran place • 25-word ad in SO Kentucky
newspapers with • potential audience of more than 1,000,000
readers

For Lease
Retail apace available
in Bel Air Center.
October 1.
2000 Square Feet
Call 753-4751

Mobile
Homes For Sale

4 CAR garage 753-4509

1460 28R appliances &
storage shed on privately
owned lot, in Pirate's Cove
502-247 6063

FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
7514509 or 753-6612

1978 MOBILE home
12x65 2br. $4000 Also
1978 Travel trailer. 205't No
mad,$1500 Cal 753-9545
evenings Or can be seen at
House of Willow

PROFESSIONAL office
space for lease on or about
09/23/93, (formerly MTG
Realty). approx 3200sq/ft.
with 4 private offices, 9
personal office areas,
receptionrwork station,
waiting area. in high traffic
shopping center near MSU
campus. Murray, Ky Fully
carpeted. 2 bath, employee lounge Olympic
Plaza Shopping Center
cludes Dollar Gener_,i
Store. 3 restaurants, pharmacy. retail & professional
offices 506 N 12th St, Murray 753-9469

1981 14x65 MASCOT.
completely set up 3br, 2
bath, central air, natural
gas heat, masonne siding,
shingle roof, city water,
cable Can be moved or
rent 2 acre lot North of
Murray $11,500 obo Call
753-7684
1983 SCHULTZ 14x70,
fully equipped 2 bath, fireplace, small building &
porch included 759-4699

•

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK

WOOD WORKS

270

Terry at: 7534199

SPACE available in Unmoorsity Square Gas heat.-central air, sky lights Ideal for
retail profession* service.
travel agency. optical service or office Call
753 1492 ask for Loretta
310
Rant
To Rant
FARM house in country
2br Must have good heat
source No more than
$300 Have pets and infant
Cal 762-3185
LOT needed to set house
trailer. within 5 miles of
Murray. full hook up
480 2734

6- Signs
(Located 4 miles west of Lynn Grove, on
Hwy. 94 or 1.5 miles Rest of Tri City.)
Computer Cut Vinyl Lore and Letters Crum Refiners
Plywood Signs Magneto Signs Vehicle Lettsnng Plexiglas&
Signs Window Lettering Sal Kerte Signe Office Signage
Greeting and Advertising Posters Sandblasted Redwood Sigma
Arnitecturel Stine lintel and Peri letters Brno. Rogues
Trade Shim Signe/Displays
Ask es abed' ear free site
Cal 911-311134111 plow & he
W. rear MarleirCassi aad Vier

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an aggressive Individual
with an advertising and sales background.
Candidate must possess strong communication skills with experience In advertising
design layout and production. College
degree In Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred
Salary plus commission, excellent company benefits EOE Send resume to Box
1040A. Murray, KY 42071

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
I S.
NO 'I NP

A

Nilo • t `.
,

raN

•
00
1550 SQ FT BRICK HOME FOR ONLY $51,900
New 3 bedroom rondo, energy efficient, brick home with
2 full baths, fireplace, central hest A air, vauked cedsns.
dollowasher, mgr. ikylaght, and many more arnautoes
Custom bath on crawl apace.
CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore

SW It 11A9.111Sli:
............. ...... Computers
leb
For Sale Or Trade
130 ..........
140._............Want To Boy
.
Article* For Sale
150
Applill/W•111
155
Home Purrushings
160

$500 Column Inch
Display Ads
writ Disossai te4 Ites,
•
las Ciumeni 3r4 Ras
(All 3 Ade Nod Ran Wittua • Day Pined
9175 per edema lath aunt far Tineirty(Sop
ping Guide(

We've sold everything from sinuques to elation wagons Prom
steel buildings in firing machine.
Contact this newspaper for details Then get ready to all

sio

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP

IG

100

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

Office

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion oftheir ad.for any error.
The Murray Ledger & nmies vrtll be
responsible for only one incorrect %abortion_ Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

210

Ns*
%NW

GARDENER needed
• PIECE solid walnut bed
Weeding, 1116C No mow
room suit King size
1993 MEDICARE
per
wig
hours
3
$6/hr
AFTERNOON cook & wait
Posture-Peck mattress &
INFORMATION •
ress wanted Experience week Own tools & transframe 753 2061
portation
required
Medicare tupplancist
person
in
Apply
necessary
- insurance is now
BOGARD tucking and ex
at Granny's Restaurant. 753-8734
standanaml in 10
cavabrg. inc We haul top
1006 Chestnut
dairy
HELP
for
wanted
070
plans and we wria
sod. gravel, MI dirt. while
farm prefer female Will
Domestic
AI 10.
AVON sales Be happy
rock, rip rap 759 1828
Call
be
753
0150
& Childcare
The 'pan A deductible
Earn $8-$10hr Part time. train
hveen 5pm 9pm Refer
work center
COMPUTER
investment
you, Of yOtlf
inventory
no
phone call
$175 8qt pressure canner.
. insurance,
Free samples. product kit, ences at time of
Clean' Ex like new. $35 4 poster bed
Must pay has been
Paining 1-800 690-AVON MAJOR TELEPHONE CO ABSOLUTELY
perienced. dependable frame & corner desk Tor
increased to 3676 in
hiring technicians, in
now
cleaning service Home or chore lamp 436-5076
CAR stereo installer, ex- stoners
1993.
countservice reps
office References Call
penenoe required Send reFor mom information
operators No experience 436 2569
JOHN Deere ndirvg mower,
sume to PO Box 48 Murcall:
necessary For information
8hp. 30 cut, excellent conray Ky 42071
McCONNELL
1-219-736-4715. Ext CLEANING house is my dition. $850 obo Call
INSURANCE
business Reliable and ex- 759 9311 after 6pm
DO you need a GED/ Do F3482 8am-Spm. 7 days
AGENCY
perienced. references Call
you.need hope for the fu
751-4199
MAYALL Restoration is
JUST Arrived' New ship
Linda 759-9553
bini and help to get a solid
now accepting applications
or nationwide 1.800merit of 16' & 165' Nam
career/ We have 22 JOB
for experienced finish car -WILL do home health per tight truck tires AM tread
455-4199
openings for people 16 thru
social care Nights only patterns. $65/40. Pies tax
penis's & painters Also
'nu 31s year of anvice"
21 that are not full time high
Cal after 6pm or leave Mounted, balanced & put
deaning personnel Please
school students Call
message 753 4590
apply at 200 East 1st St.
on Warehouse Tire 400
753 9378 Five days a week
Benton, Ky 527 8427
Industrial Rd 753-1111
00pm
00am-3
8
between
We we an EOE This pro
JUST arrived' Shipment of
KIDS, KIDS,
NEED waitresses iS bus
act a funded by the WestXP2000 General W L tat
mostly weekends
boys,
KIDS
ern Kentucky Private Inline Ores at a low, low price
Itern• $275
4141 after 5pm
753
Cal
dustry Councol JTPA
ALTERATIONS and re 175 70-13 $45 Ware
A ureter
ask for Paul
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe- house Tire, 400 Industrial
Now $1.00
OFFICE assistant for local dos Ruth's See and Sew. Road
Ky
Murray
It...,. tagged
Murray operation Work reCountry Square. 1606 N 753 1111
9 now ifs once
E xpenenced meat cutquires scheduling of office, 121, Murray 753-6981
10 ci.m.-5
•
METAL for farm & commer
ter and meat wrapper
clerical, accounting duties
Tues. arras Sal.
in cal buildings Galvanized.
needed Apply in perMust have strong interper- SEWING yobs wanted,
wear Galvalume and painted in
son
• 504 Coldwater Rd.
sonal skills and computer- cluding formal
753-1061'
••
II and s2 grade Choice of
5 Pointa
experiprocessing
work
Owen Food Market
10 colors Call 489 2722 or
ence Good benefits includ1407 Main St.
'20
489 2724 for prices
ing Medical Insurance
Send resume to PO Box
OAK kitchen cabinet,
Computers
1040 K. Murray. KY 42071
dressers. High Boys, Pie
PAPA John's Pizza a now PC service ES training at sales. glassware, old radio
hiring delivery drivers Mini- your location Reasonable Can be found at Hubert
mum wage plus tips & com- rates No service call Coles Antiques, Hwy 641
charge in Murray-Mayheld S Telephone 492-8714
mission Flexible hours
Full & part time lobs avail- area Color printers from TOP soot off farm land for
able Apply in person $22997.Call Hawkins Re sate $65 for 18.19 yards
search today for appoint
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Chestnut St
Tri axle truck load
ment, Calloway Co
(Doers ern at 6-00)
director
PART tune music
753-7001, Graves Co 492 8488
for Murray area church Di- 247-9257
Knights of Columbus Hall
TRUCK topper, air condirect handbell choisr and
KY 94 wrist to Johnny Robertson Road.
tioner, heaters Call after
children s choir Experi140
430 753-6389
south a Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hsi* Road 1/4 mils
ence is not necessary, but
Want
for
CitiCiAN
Pflof
NON
$3600
Salary
preferred
,
i
To Buy
nine months Send resume
PO Box 1033 Murray
pontoon trailer
axle
Murray.
2
F
24FT
to PO Box 1040
759 1597
KY 42071
Applance•
WANT to buy 1987-90 FROST Free refrigerator
Blazer, good oondeon. predeep freeze. gas & electric
fer black Call 753-8393 stove, washer & dryer
Classified
after 5pm
354-8528

fair-minded.'
31 conviction.
td will never
to quietly do
• own twines,
e loved ones,

sti

1 ID

Parsons.

cc. 22-Jan.
anon to add
ife. A tender
iessage puts
es. l'ou have

1st ill

Want To Rent
310
I KA:SO.4'0141A I ION
Motorcycles
Apartmente For Rent
1
.Aisle Seniewe
Arabi Poets
_Rooms For Rent
Used Can 130
........ Vans
.
. ..Used Truck. 340..Houma For Rent
....Campers
For Rent or Lease
- a Motors 360
Bests

025

lov. 22-Dec.
a higher-up
I a low -key.
tornance and
in. Cast fear

si

ill SI i .1

Eaternunating
230 ..........
250
.Buanees Serene
21,0 ........ Heating And Cooling
Services Offered
530

\IIst El.LAN FAH s

I MI*1.101 511 9. I

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
%F K5 It I•-•

Sl SIChI 1

1 \If lir

lit \is

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

ISJIHISIZIEltaS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days be advance and are as 'Follow*
Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Editios
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
.lliesday 3
Thursday Echtioa.
Wedne•day 3
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition .........._....____................................... Thu9day 3

&brisk walk
cc quiet to
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Serdese
Cared

I a- aimed

Swellose
011srsa

K 8 ASSOCIATES GenKITCHEN CABINET RE eral oonstructon, remodelPlumbing Repair COVERY meeting doors & ing, garages, decks, palms.
avan. BOSS
was at Colckve- 1140 DODGE Car1 Pip- Sena= Al work guaran- frames rah svoodgran tor- manor 1nm 753-0634
rea
o
our area
uPt
oge
sto
SO
*IseCREEKVIEW
In the event that some of
ler 753-1300 ahem 7pm 62.XXX miss 199
t••d 753-1134 or mica, MI colors Freeove
s with
lve
warehouses CIA COBBS 4
ng
mse
aki
XXX
the
Spe
27,
ry
ly
d
ane
fin
Rec
1.
lTs
Hum
910
Wul
mg
now
VoY
es
21
mal
friends
436-5932
12 41
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"
KY COLSON Home
ROC
Dm* behind Urinary s .g.
to the
ne
ma
trip
3
a
Hu
of
60
060
lt
nty
-55
755
resu
mats
Murray 436
Calloway Cou
pet rabbits as a
$20440mo 7584061
Repair Rooting. airbag.BRYON'S LAWN SERriate
rop
app
be
y
s
con
iet
hap
Soc
ng.
per
exmbi
.
Inld
plu
ice
XLT
AR
wou
fair,it
painting
1902 AEROST
E Free estimates LAWN mowing serv
VIC
r
Fai
ing
car
Cal
nty
NORTHWOOD Storage
on
es
.
Cou
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mat
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ay
tio
eso
e*
warr
ges
low
craw Free
tended, duel air.
Since the Cal
er a few sug
sured Coleman Ban
presently has urea mak
ter to off new family member.
0 753-4591
shel
50
mal
5.
ani
$1
64
,
the
-45
07
ded
759
23,
y
-23
ne
loa
Jul
474
pho
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e
an
beg
for the
able 753-2905 for mor
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can be
g. has received several calls from
3-48R. 2 beth ranee, in 474-27
Indoor rabbits, like cats,
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LLOWAY County Con- LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- SHEETROCK finishin
C.A
pet
con
now
g
y
sin
new
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the
if
ings
exp
a
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but
ceil
e
are
wall
itur
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al
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mas1 neighborhood
furn
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ured
trai
pet
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text
Citizens
ING Car
crete Stru
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m
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t
a
2
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gree
e
874
27
its
hav
-56
t
492
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Colrabb
s
753
mus
scho
live
an
walk
it
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Chnsrn
Free estimates
slabs, drives.
live outside,
cern over the use of
d
- is to
ces
woo
tele
con
o
e
with beams, large Sane*
ial
cnti
gam
part
cdfi
terd
&
a
the
ored
stam
h
of
wit
one
in
ch
prizes
rshaded hut
ENSED for electric and
Supplse
stele kitchen. rww4y decoviFlee estimates 474-8754 LIC 753-7203
offof any
SUREWAY Tree & Slump sions. "You are the Humane Soci
Al
gas
UR
applsances
YO
floor to offer a place to get
%Al
all
,
with
ated
red
Insu
l
ova
Rem
do
you
ure for
los
n't
enc
"Ca
.
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an
MC Yellow Lab puppets
ped
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y
dsd. nearly andsca
we floor, and
PET and vinyl instals- WOODY'S ?flower "-p
a line of equipment Free es- iety", the
s
food
th&
D BE CAR
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male $150. female $125 freshly panted exterior, 2
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bad
t.
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Gle
m
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or
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Day
very
som
protec
eon and
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Pick up and deli
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new
753 5211
a
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not
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this
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rse
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car wog*, $87,900 Cal0
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753-5484
As we all
753-5668
and water are. of
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wou
fair
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nts
salt
den
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of
Gar
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n
a
tur
kes THE Guest Co Sea
but also
CARROLL'S'
5 Magnols.
753-1916
. MUFFLERS,latebra
dog for show or home or drive by
r, ksbe akinsnum gutters, variety been going on,ova our protests. for appreciated. Water should be fresh
ing. grader blade work
cks, oil
sho
ne
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Classes or wrests lessons Dr
inby a water
bushhoggsng lots
ranteed Ron Green of colors Licensed,able the past few years.
daily, and is best offered
Serving Murray for over MR 2 bath brick. 1380eq
are
Carroll (502) Gua
mail
s
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mate
S
ets (rabbit
12th
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Esti
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pell
the
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Ger
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sur
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Even though
Commercial
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also love
C & D HOME Repairs Cae MULCH, peck up loads VCR NINTENDO REPAIR
pliance with state laws, as the
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lanced diet, but rabbits
se
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753 29t5
TEE
er
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con
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Lookini2, Back

Today is Tuesday. August 3, the 215th day of 1993. There are 150
days left in the year.

are

Today's Highlight in History

Fifty years ago, on Aug 3, 1943, during World War 11. Gen.
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to apologize for this and a second, similar episode that occurred a
week later.
On this date:

In 1921. baseball commissioner Kenesaw Mountain Landis refused
to reinstate the former Chicago White Sox players implicated in the
Black Sox kandal, despite their acquittals in a jury trial.
In 1923, Calvin Coolidge was sworn in u the 30th president of the
United States, following the death of Warren G. Harding.
In 1936. the U.S. State Deparunent urged Americans in Spain to
leave because of that country's civil war.
In 1948, 'Whittaker Chambers. a former Communist, publicly
accused former State Department official Alger Hiss of having been
part of a Communist underground. a charge Hiss denied.
In 1949. the National Basketball Association was formed by a merger of the Basketball Association of America and the National Basketball League.
In 1958. the nuclear-powered submarine Nautilus became the first
vessel to cross the North Pole underwater.
In 1981. U.S. air traffic controllers went on strike, despite a warning from President Reagan that they would be fired.
Ten years ago: President Reagan apologized in person to a professional women's group for a canceled White House tour, but the gesture apparently backfired. The audience reacted stonily as Reagan
said, "If it wasn't for women, us men would still be walking around
in skin suits carrying clubs."
Five years ago: The Soviet Union released Mathias Rust, the young
West German pilot who had landed a light plane in Moscow's Red
Square in May 1987.
One year ago: The U.S. Senate voted to sharply restrict, and eventually end, U.S. testing of nuclear weapons. Millions of South African
blacks joined a nationwide strike against white-led rule. Russia and
Ukraine agreed to put the disputed Black Sea Fleet under joint command for three years.
Today's Birthdays: Former Sen. John Stennis, D-Miss., is 92.
Author Leon Uns is 69. Singer Tony Bcnncu is 67. Actor Martin
Sheen is 53. Movie director John Landis is 43.
Thought for Today: "The man who has no inner life is the slave of
his surroundings." — Henri Frederic Amid, Swiss critic (.1821-1881).
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Tea years go
Din and concrete have been
bulldozed up as workers continue
work on lessening the degrees of
the curves on Chestnut Street by
Murray State University. The
street is being repaired on both
the east, and west sides of the
pedestrian crossway by ClIffiS
Center.
M.C. Garrott writes about Gillard (Popeye) Ross and his retirement from his service station at
15th and Main Streets in his column. "Garrou's Galley."
Births reportcd include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Steve King, July
26.
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood had a breakfast meeting at
the home of Mrs. Paul Sturm on
July 16. Mr. and Mrs. Sturm will
be moving to Arizona in the near
future.
•

Twenty Years ago

John Belote, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Belote, has been
awarded a graduate assistantship
in zoology at University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. He is a

June 29 at Cubs Baptist Church.

Thirty years ago
Airman First Class Forrest L.
Oakley. son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas K. Oakley. has graduated
from non-commissioned Officer
Preparatory School at MacDill
AFB, Florida.
Harry Furches, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William R. Furches of Murray, is now an instructor of art at
Murray State College.
Judie Lee Culpepper and Dennis Franklin Rogers were married
July 6 at Cherry Corner Baptist
Church.
Births reported include a boy

graduate of Murray State
University.
Hillard G. Rogers has retired
from his position as clerk at Murray Post Office. He had been
there for 43 years.
Vernon Marcoullier with 142
was winner of the Murray County
Club Golf Invitational Tournament. Johnny Quertermous.. was
second with 143 and Mike Holton
was third with 144.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Perry,
July 23; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Wendell Norwood, July 24; a boy

to William R. and Sondra Kyle
Henry, July 30.
L.H. Pogue of Henderson, formerly of the Penny community of
Calloway County, will be speaker
at a gospel meeting at Wingo
Church of Chnst. Aug. 5-11.
Forty years ago

to Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Ray.
July 25.
Patricia Arlene Morris and
Richard Lynn Story were married

son, county magistrates; Galen
Thurman. H.W. (Stub) Wilson.
Darrell Shoemaker, Guy Billington, Burgess Parker and Earl Littleton, city councilmen.
Births reported at Murray Hos;
pital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Lockhart, a girl to'
Mr. and Mrs. J.M. Calhoun; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Earhan.
Janie Belle Blkx)mingburg ancl

William Ray Mofield were married July 24 at Murray Church of
Christ.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY. Over the years. I
have wntten many plays and articles. No pay. but I have enjoyed
every minute of it •
I am now planning a beauty
pageant, and I'm working with the
contestants - females between 20
and 40 years old. When I addressed
them as "girls.- I was reprimanded
and told that the term girls" should
be reserved for children, and the
appropriate term for these females
is ladies.When I addressed them as
ladies,- I was corrected again and
told that "women" was the way to
address them. However, when I
called them "women,- some of them

Why don't you simply refer to
the women as "contestants"? Or
better yet, refer to them as
"beauties-- I assure you. you
will get no complaints.

objected, saying they preferred
being called ladies."
The date of the pageant is
approaching, and I would appreciate knowing how to address the
contestants. There seems to be a
variety of opinions. and I will be
beholden to you for -the' correct one
Thanking you in advance, I am
HY WALLACE IN SKI)KIE. 11,1,

DEAR ABBY: Every year without fail. on Aug 31 part•nts phone
their pediatriciansoffice demanding that "Irving- or "Esmeralda- he
inveu aT1 appointment that arav 14 a
school examination Without this
examination. the parents pli.ad. the
child will not be admitted to public
school or allowed to play school
sports.
Parents should understand that
while it Is easy to do last-minute

DEAR HY WALLACE: All
females are "women," but not
all women are "ladies."
The dictionary defines a lady
as someone who is polite,
refined and well-mannered. Not
all women possess those traits.

Daily Comics
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Persons elected in Primary
Election on Aug. I were Hall
Hood, county judge; Robert 0.
Miller. county attorney; Robert
Young. tax commissioner; Randall Patterson, county clerk:
Bngham Futrell, county sheriff:
Ed Burkeen, jailer; H.M. Workman, Chester ,Yarbrough, Almon
Willoughby and R. Lee Donel-

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

ibbits kept in

Christmas 1-h4epping on Dec 24, the
Sail),' cannot be said for lag-forming
a t borough history and physical
examination on a child' This takes. a
significant amount of time by a
pediat titian or pediatric nurse-pracMueller, and canned be reduced be a
"quickie"(drive visa
Abby, if you print this, perhaps
parents will hav e their children s
checkups scheduled earlier. and
pediatricians ;ind their staff will
have fewer "Maalox moments- the
final week of school'. erat ion
MARVIN L
'EBRACK. M
Fl ISTVIt
DEAR DR. AUERBACK:
Thank you for a valuable suggestion. Parents: Avoid the
rival, and schedule those hackto-school checkups now.
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"OK,kids, here we go.... And I believe Danny's right,
Randy—it's his turn to eat the queen."
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Obit ua

Ralph Joseph Walters

Raymond L. Story
Raymond L. Story, 94, Rt. 4,
Murray, died Monday at 4 p.m. at
Weal View Nursing Home. His
wife. Mrs. Justine Story, to
whom he was married on Dec.
28. 1933, died in July 1984..
Mr. Story taught school for 30
years in the Calloway County
School System. He was a member
of Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association, and a graduate of Murray State College
and Western Kentucky College.
He had been a member for 49
years at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church where
he served as song leader and was
teacher and superintendent for
Sunday School.
Born July 28, 1899, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late John W. Story and
Martha Adams Story.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Martha (Clarkic) Butterworth and husband, Jackie, Rt. 7,
Murray; .two sons, Steve Story
and wife, Lovccta, Mayfield, and
Jim Story and wife, Sharon,
Gainesville, Ga.: one sister, Mrs.
Ruby Humphries, Murray; four
grandchildren, Ginger Story and
Chris Story, Gainesville, kucl

Mrs. Bessie Lurline Dennis
Mrs. Bessie Lurline Dennis, Green City, Ill.; three sisters,
74, Cahokia, Ill., died Monday at Mrs. Lillie Mae Pace, Murray,
a nursing home there.
Mrs. Helen Mcredeth, Granite
Born March 27, 1919, in Stew- City, Ill., and Mrs. Louie Brooks.
art County, Tenn., she was the Dover, Tenn.; one brother, Newdaughter of the late William man Stack, Dover; nine grandStack and Cora Bivcns Stack. children; one great-grandchild.
Also preceding her in death were
The funeral will be Thursday
two sisters, Louise Sowell and at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Anglin
Evelyn Pace, and one brother, Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn. BurHenry Stack.
ial will follow in Pew Flat
Survivors include one daught- Cemetery at Bumph's Mills.
er. Mrs. Judy Bierlicn, Okenes. Tenn.
Mich.: three sons, Odell Knight,
Friends may call at the funeral
Dallas. Ga., Gene Knight, Sarhome from 4 to 9 p.m.
idell, La., and Conroy Knight, Wednesday.

RAYMOND L. STORY
Angela Story and Stephanie
Story, Mayfield.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 11 a.m. at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church.
The Rev. Bob Saywell will officiate. Music will be by the Church
Choir.
Burial will follow in South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery with
arrangements by Miller .Funeral
Home of Murray where friends
may call after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

-
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Services for Mrs. Julia Coy
Moody will be Wednesday at 3
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The
Rev. Buron Richerson will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Cullen
Moody, Jeff Moody, Tommy
Wannack, Jason Kennedy, Junior
Willoughby and Shawn Jones.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mrs. Moody, 88, Rt. 8, Murray, died Monday at 3:15 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her husband, Aaron Goble
Moody, one son, Keys Moody,
two sisters, and one brother preceded her in death.
Born March 3, 1905, in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the

His first wife. Mrs. Pauline
Tatum Warden, preceded him in
death. He was the son of the late
Howard Warden and Reva Spurlin Warden. He was a member of
Gospel Mission Church, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Ann Warden; one sister,
Mrs. Dorothy Vaughn. -Paducah;
several nieces and nephews.

Services for William (Bill)
Warden were Monday at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah. The Rev. Terry
Henderson officiated.
Burial was in Palestine Cemetery in Calloway County.
Mr. Warden, 76. Paducah, died
Saturday at 10:05 a.m. at his
home.

John Vernon Canter, 62, RL 2,
Mayfield, died Monday at 3:44
p.m. at Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
A retired employee of General
Tire & Rubber Co.. he was a
member of Mt. Olive United
Methodist Church and a Marine
veteran of the Korean Conflict.
Born March II, 1931, in
Graves County. he was the son of
Fred Canter and the late Anna
Faye Wilford Canter.
Survivors iodide, his wife.
Mrs. Doyce Canter, three daughters, Mrs. Darlene Girard, Rt. I.
Sedalia, Mrs. Terri Jett, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Stacey

\\\,.
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III

Hobbs, Rt. 8, Mayfield; one son,
Many Lynn Canter, Ri 5, Mayfield; one stepdaughter, Melissa
Charles, Atlanta, Ga.; one sister,
Mrs. Shirley McAplin, Sedalia:
five grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren;
six
stepgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home. Mayfield. The
Rev. Ben Butler and the Rev.
Don Gregory will officiate. Burial will follow in Burnett's
Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Julia Coy Moody

William (Bill) Warden

Off Any Purchase
On Mondays Only With This Ad
(*Except Balloons)
_
.New Crafts Arriving Daily
*Candy. Jams. Jellies. Bar-B-Que Sauce ,r ,
& Many More Unique Gift Basket Fillers
•Free Delivery

sd

Campbellsville, formerly of Murray. Mrs. Walters is the former
Susan Tesseneer.
Graveside rites were Monday
at 5 p.m. at Brookside Cemetery,
Campbellsville. A memorial service will be held later. LyonDeWitt Funeral Home, Campbellsville, was in charge of
arrangements.

Ralph Joseph Walters, 5, of
Catawba, Va.. died Thursday
from injuries received in a truck
accident at Roanoke, Va. His
father, the Rev. Joseph Walters.
was also injured in the accident.
Survivors include his parents,
Rev. and Mrs. Walters, Catawba.
and his maternal grandparents,
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer of

15c/o*
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John Vernon Canter
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daughter of the late Richard Perry
Coy and Bertha Moore Coy.
Survivors include two daughters, Ms. Hilda Louise Moody and
Mrs. Juanita Hargis and husband,
Tom, Rt. 8, Murray; two sons,
Robert Moody and wife, Ella, Rt.
8 Murray, and Bill Moody and
wife, Edna, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.:
one brother, Leon Coy, Granite
City, Ill.; six grandchildren; 12
great-grandchildren; four greatgreat-grandchildren.

Joseph Hawkins
Joseph G. Hawkins, 71, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Bell City community, died Monday at Veterans
Administration Hospital, Marion,
III. A retired farmer, he was a
member of Bell City Baptist
Church and a Navy veteran of
World War II.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Anna Lou Dowdy Hawkins;
one Neigpter, Mrs. Jean Ann
McContick, Mayfield; two sons,
Gale J. Hawkins and Kenneth
Ray Hawkins, Rt. 1, Farmington;
two sisters, Mrs. Louise Albritton
and Mrs. Estella Stairs, Mayfield;
six grandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at
3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Burial
will follow in Maplewood
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
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